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I • Summary of Decision 
. I 

Seven hundrec;i gallons· of PCB-contaminated transformer fluid 
were sent from a site owned by Group Eight Technologies, 
Incorporated ( .. Group 8") in Wyandotte, ·Michigan to CIW' s Company 
("CIW•) oil recycling facility in Romulus, Michigan. This 
shipment contaminated several of CIW's storage tanks. After 
recycling, it was redistributed to users as non-contaminated oil. 

The Complainant, EPA, alleges that the disposal of the 
transformer fluid violated an EPA regulation which requires that 
PCBs at concentrations of 50 ppm (parts per million) or greater 
must be disposed of by incineration. 1 The EPA also alleges that 
its PCB storage regulations were violated. 2 

The Complainant brings five counts of storage violations 
against Group a, one count of improper.disposal against Group 8, 
and one count of improper disposal against Group 8's insurance 
carrier, Employers Insurance Company of Wausau ("Wausau"). 

Group B is liable for the disposal and storage violations 
that have been alleged with respect to one transformer. Wausau 

did not engage in the disposal of the transformers. Accordingly, 
the charge against it is dismissed. 

Complainant requests that a penalty of $76,000 be assessed 
against Group 8. This decision assesses a $58,000 penalty. 

II. Key Findings and Conclusions Related To Penalty Policy 
Guidelines 

l 

1 .. To "consider" penalty guidelines. as that term is .used in EPA 
rule 40 C.F.R. § 22.27 (b), does not mean to adopt them 
and to adhere to their terms, deviating from them only upon 
a special showing. 

2. Penalty policies serve merely as "an indication of an 
agency's current position on a particular regulatory 
issue.·." u.s. Telephone Ass' n. v. Federal Communications 
Commission, 28 F.3d 1232 (D.C.Cir. 1994). 

40 C~F-~. § 761.60, issued pursuant·to the Toxic Substance 
Control Act, 15 u.s.c. § 2614. 

4 o c . F • R. § §, 7 61 • 6 5 ( a ) 1 7 6.1. 6 5 ( b ) ( 1 ) , 7 61. 6 5 ( c ) ( a ) 1 

761.40(a)(2) and 761.40 (a)(lO). 
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3. If th~ Complaina~t chooses to rely on the PCB penalty policy 
guidelines, it must, through its evidence, support the 
assumptions, findings, and conclusions on which that 
policy rests. From an evidentiary st9ndpoint, no 
presumption of validity attaches to an agency policy 
statement. 

4. "When the agency applies the ·policy in a particular 
situation, it must be prepared to support the policy just 
as if the policy statement had never been issued." Pacific 
Gas & E lee. Co. v. Federal Power Commies ion, 50 6 F.' 2d . . 
33, 38 ( D.C. Cir. 1974). 

5. The evidentiary support and rationale for many of the 
findings and conclusions made in the PCB penalty 
guidelines are missing from this record. The testimony of 
the EPA witneps amounted to filling in the blanks of the · PCB 
penalty matrix--a penalty formulation with no evidentiary 
support. · 

6. In adjudicative proceedings, agency action must be 
supported by "reliable, probative, and substantial 
evidence." Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U. S. C. 
§ 556 (d). That evidence cannot be supplied by the agency 
itself in rendering its decision. It must be found in the 
record. 

7. The EPA ma:y choose to initiate rulemaking proceedings as 
an alternative to the formidable task of supporting its 
existing penalty policies in individual cases. The EPA may 
benefit from the collective input of the commenting public 
in designing an approach to penalty assessments perhaps more 
flexible that its existing approach, while still faithful to 
the purposes of the statutes. 

III. Background 

The ensuing detailed account of the·chain of events 
surrounding this dispute provides the backdrop for an 
understanding of the parties' arguments and the discussion and 
analysis of the issues which follow. · 

On. August 1, 1987, Group 8 purchased several lots of real . 
property from Grand Machining Company ("Grand Machining" · or 
"Wyandotte Grand"). Among these lots was an industrial building 
located at 2246 'l'hird Street, Wyandotte, Michigan ("the property" 
or "the site") . . Accompanying the s~le, Grand Machining assigned 
its insurance policy for the property· to Group 8. Three weeks· 
later, on August. 24, 1987, the building was completely destroyed 
by fire. 
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Several pieces of equipment including seven transformers 
were left on · the premises by Wyandotte Grand. According to a 
rider to the land contract, Grand Machining left these pieces of 
equipmenton the premises for temporary storage. , They were to be 
auctioned by December 31, 1987, or removed by Wyandotte Grand 
within a reasonable time thereafter. If they were not removed 
Group 8 would have the right to remove them. Wausau's Trial 
Exhibit ("WTE") No. 1, Par. 5. 

Upon notification of the loss, counsel for Wausau informed 
Bernard Schrott, President of Group 8, by letter dated September 
1, 1987, that "(b]ecause of conditions found to exist at the fire 
damaged premises, it is necessary to undertake removal of three 
electric transformers in order to protect the public and the 
environment from th~ possibility that the contents of the 
transformers might be released. Accordingly, the company has 
made arrangements, on your behalf, to have a certified pollution 
control company , undertake the proper disposal of these items." 
Complainant's Trial Exhibit ("CTE") No.2. ' By writing dated that 
same day, Schrott gave Wausau authorization ~to have .Marine 
Pollution Control ['MPC'] remove the transformer, (and to] 
transport and dispose of the three ( 3) P. C. B.· 's. " CTE No'. 3. 

MPC removed.the Standard transformers# R20552, # R26697, 
and # R20554 and sent them to Environmental Quality Laboratories, 
Incorporated ("EQL"), which performed the actual chemical 
analysis. CTE No. 4. · The three transformers were then returned 
to the site in October, 1987 . . CTE No. 5. The test results 
showed non-regulated levels of PCBs for six samples that were 
taken. CTE No. 23. 

Each test result appears individually. But, the test . 
results do not identify from which transformers the six samples 
were taken. As a result, there is a dispute as to the source -of 
the six samples. EPA maintains that they were· taken from the 
three Standard transformers. Wausau argues that three samples 
came from the three Standard transformers taken off-site and the 
other three samples were taken from the three Westinghouse 
transformers while on-site. 3 . 

On November 1, 1987, Sclafani Trucking~ Inc. ("Sclafani") 
sent a proposal to Schrott to do demolition work at the site. 
WTE No. 5. The November 1, 1987 letter does not specifically 

3 The record is unclear as to whether three of the six 
samples ' were taken from the Westinghouse transformers while 
on site. However, as the discussion -later will show, the 
charges ·against the Respondents can ·be resolved without a 
ruling as to whether the Westinghouse transformers were 
included in ·the six samples. 
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mention transformers or the number of transformers covered by 'the 
proposal. However, Sclafani's letter of December 15, 1987 to 
wausau's adjuster, Howard Aidenbaum, makes clear that the earlier 
proposal's reference to demolition included the removal of three 
transformers. CTE No. 6. 

On December .1, 1987, Schrott sent a letter to Sclafani 
enclosing a copy of EQL's test results on the transformers and 
authorized Sclafani to "dispose of them as you wish." WTE No. 7. 

Apparently, believing that only the three Standard 
transformers had been tested, Sclafani, in his December 15, 1987, 
letter to Aidenbaum, stated that he had discovered four 
additional transformers--three (Westinghouse # 6542893, # 
6542892, and # 6542S91) in an elevator shaft and the fourth 
(Niagara# 39233) separatedfrom the rest "on the ground on the 
Cedar St. side of .the building"--all with undetermined "disposal 
status." CTE No. 6. Sclafani added, "[i]f you like, I can 
arrange to have these transformers tested and if they test 
positive, arrange to have them disposed of in a lawful manner." 
Id. There is no indication in this record that Wausau responded. 

No clean up progress was made at the site for over a year . 
Some of the delays were caused -by Group 8's obligation to give 
Grand Machining the opportunity to remove their equipment. WTE 
No. 3. As Sclafani explained in a November 1, 1988 letter to 
Schrott: "As · you (Schrott] know progress has been slowed at the 
2246 Third St. site for a number of reasons, including court 
ordered work stoppages, waiting for decisions on the basement 
fate, and removal of the presses from the premises." WTE No. 15. 

The City of Wyandotte issued a demolition permit, good for 
six months, on January 29, 1988 to Group 8. The permit expired 
without progress and, by the end of 1988, the City of Wyandotte 
ordered a hearing to determine whether the city should assume the 
clean up and assess the costs to Group 8. WTE No. 17. 

On January 10, 1989, City Engineer Mark Kowalewski, 
requested that the Michigan Department of Natural Resources 
("MDNR") conduct an on-site inspection for potential TSCA 
violations. The next day the inspection took place. State 
Inspector Charles Cooper found seven transformers. Six were 
located together close to the fence along the Orange Street side 
of the property. Cooper reported that the three Westinghouse 
transformers "appeared to be leaking or had leaked in the recent 
past." Cooper reported that three of the other six found 
together were standard transformers and were not leaking. 
Cooper also identified one transformer with the nameplate Niagara 
f 39233 . containing 236 gallons of Askarel--an oil with ~ltra-high 
concentrations of PCBs. The Niagara tran·sformer was found 
"alongside th-e fence running adjacent to Four·th Street." It was 
not leaking. · MDNR No. 1, pp. 2-3. 
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At this time I -there were no "ML n marks on any of the 
transformers. Id. p.4. 4 Soil samples were taken from beneath the 
three leaking Westinghouse transformers. The soil samples . 
revealed non-regulated, but traceable levels of PCBs (Aroclor 
1260) in the soil beneath all three Westinghouse transformers and 
Standard transformer # R20552. MDNR No. 1 attachment p.1. 
Copies of the report were sent to EPA Region ·v offices and to 
Kowalewski of the City of Wyandotte on February 21, 1989. 

As a result of the MDNR test results, Terence Bonace, 
Environmental Scientist, EPA Region V, wrote to Schrott on March 
20, 1989 stating that •[o]ne of these transformers is a PCB 
transformer [and that the] other six are mineral oil 
transformers, [several of which are) considered to be PCB 
contaminated under 40 C.F.R.· §761.3, [and are] leaking oil onto 
the ground." CTE No. 14. 

On March 29, 1989, City Engineer Kowalewski informed 
Schrott that the property . had been declared a nuisance and that 
the city would take steps to secure, clean and remove hazardous 
materials if Group 8 refused its final administrative request. 
WTE No. 19. . 

Just prior to these developments, on February 21, 1989, 
K & D Environmental Services, Inc. ("K&D") sent a proposal 
to Sclafani to "pump out six transformers" . as well as other 
industrial oils left on site. WTE No. 18. A .copy of the 
proposal was also sent to Group 8 and Wau~au's adjuster 
Aidenbaum. At a meeting with K&D and Sclafani on April s, 1989, 
Aidenbaum approved payment for the removal, transport and 
disposal or treatment of the transformer fluids as estimated by 
K&D in its February 21, 1989 proposal. CTE No. 1, ! 13. 

On April 10, 1989, Aidenbaum wrote to Bonace stating that, 
•I have now received a copy of your March 20, letter to our 
insured president, Bernard Schrott", and that •[s)amples were 
being taken by K&D Industrial Services, Incorporated, who was 
indicated to be an acceptable contractor by Anthony Pitts of the 
DNR.• CTE No. 19. He did nat address Bonace's specific 
contention~ that at least several transformers were considered ·to 
be PCB contaminated. 

4 A large PCB mark, . known as "ML", is required under 4_0 C.F.R. 
§ 761.40(a)(2) and (a)(10) to appear on PCB transformers and 
storage areas used to store PCBs and PCB items for disposal. 
It warns that PCBs, a toxic environmental contaminant, are 
present and that special handling and disposal in -accordance 
with EPA regulations are required. -

I . 
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Four days later, on April 14, 1989; the disposal c9mmenced. 
The MDNR issued a Hazardous Waste Manifest to Sclafani, for the 

\. · drainage of 700 gallons of "other oil." WTE No. 21. K&D then 
proceeded to pump out all seven transformers, CTE No. 9, and 
transported the oil to CIW to be recycled. CTE No. 12. 

Having authorized payment for the work, Aidenbaum paid for 
it on April 28, 1989 with a check·made out to Group 8, Globe 
Midwest Adjusters Inc. (Group 8's public adjuster), Sclafani, and 
K&D as partial payment for "hazardous waste removal." CTE No. 22. 

CIW sent Group 8's 700 gallons of oil through its waste 
recycling system and deposited the recycled oil into its main 
storage tanks. After one of CIW's customers discovered that its 
newly purchased oil contained PCBs, CIW shut down its operation 
on May 17, 1989. However, by that time, CIW had already 
delivered nine shipments totaling 59,950 gallons of PCB
contaminated oil to its customers. MDNR No. 3. CIW had 160,000 
gallons of PCB waste oil remaining on site with a PCB 
concentration of over 500 ppm. Id. CIW abandoned the facility 
~nd the U.S. -EPA Superfund came to maintain the site. Tr. 78. 

CIW retained Dihydro Analytical Services ("Dihydro") to test 
Group 8's transformers. On May 22, 1989, Dihydro ran the tests . 

. The results were as follows: the Niagara transformer contained 
700,000 ppm· PCBs, the Westinghouse # 65428.93 contained 180 ppm · 
PCBs, the Westinghouse # 6542891 contained 310 ppm PCBs, and the 
remaining four (the three Standard transformers and 
Westinghouse # 6542892) transformers contained non-regulated 
levels of PCBs. CTE No. 25. 

On June 6 and 9, 1989, Patricia Spitzley, Environmental 
Quality Analyst for th.e MDNR, conducted an inspection of Group 
8's premises in response to a request from the EPA. She observed 
seven transformers on the northwest corner of 4th and Cedar 
Streets. Samples taken during this inspection from post-drainage 
residue found in the Niagara transformer showed 5400 ppm and a 
sample from the soil directly beneath the Niagara tr.ansformer 
showed 290,000 ppm. Soil samples taken from oil stains around 
the other six ·transformers showed no regulated levels of PCBs 
present. MDNR.No. 2, pp. 4-5. 

IV. Discussion and Findings 

A. Whether Regulated Levels of PCBs Were Present 

•[C]omplainant has the burden of going forward and proving 
that the violation occurred as set forth in the complaint." 40 
C.F.R. § 22.24. It must affirmatively establish that regulated 
levels of PCBs were present and were mishandled. 
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EPA charges Wausau and Group 8 for violatiqns pertaining to 
three transformers: Niagara # 39233, Westinghouse # 6542893 and 
Westinghouse # 6542891. Complainant does not contend that 
Westinghouse transformer # 6542892, or Standard transformers # 
R20552, # R26697, or# R20554 contained regulated levels of PCBs. 

For the reasons stated below, I find that EPA has 
established that the Niagara tranSformer contained PCB levels 
above 500 ppm. With regard to Westinghouse transformers # 
6542893 and # 6542891, EPA has not established the presence of 
regulated levels of PCBs. 

Both MDNR inspectors, Charles Cooper and Patricia Spitzley, 
in two separate inspections of the site before (January 1989, 
MDNR No. 1) and after (June 1989, MDNR No. 2) the draining of the 
transformers noted the name plate "Askarel" on the front of the 
Niagara transformer. "Askarel" is an industry term for dilectric 

. fluid containing concentratea levels of PCBs. Tr. 347, 369. In 
the June inspection (after the units had been drained) .MDNR soil 
samples taken from beneath.the Niagara transformer revealed 
290,000 ppm while samples of post-drainage residue from within 
the transformer revealed 5400 ppm. MDNR No. 2, p. 5. There 
appears to be no issue raised by any party that the Niagara 
transformer contained regulated levels of PCBs. 

There remains the ~ssue as to whether the Complainant has 
proved its allegation that the two Westinghouse transformers # · 
6542893 and # 6542891 contained regulated levels of PCBs. Recall 
that the tests run by the MDNR showed no regulated PCB levels 
either before (MDNR No. 1, attachment) or after (MDNR No. 2, p. 5 
and attachment) the draining and disposal of the·transformers. 
Complainant bases its conclusions on the one test run by Dihydro 
based on samples taken from the transformer carcasses after they 
were drained. 

The Dihydro test results were given to MDNR's inspector 
S~itzley at her June inspection of CIW~s facilities. Tr. 370. No 
investigation was made to confirm the validity of the testing 
procedures that were used or the results that were obtained. 
Complainant appears to know little about the Dihydro test that it 
relies upon and sponsors as CTE 25. On cross-e·xamination 
concerning Dihydro's testing EPA's witness Bonner testified as 
follows: 

Tr. 502 

Q. Now, Ms. Spitzley (the MDNR'inspector] you recall from 
her testimony, because I believe you were in the 
courtroom, said she could not . get samples from the six 
transformers when she . went to the site. Remember 
that testimony? 
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A. Yes. 

Q. Do you have any idea how these samples, shown by 
Exhibit 25 (the Dihydro test results] were obtained, 
when Ms. Spitzley said she could not even get any? 

A. I could. make some gues s.es . 

Q. I don't want you to do that. I'm asking if you kriow 
how these samples were obtained? 

A. No. 

Tr. 510 

Q. Do you know what the sampling protocol that was in 
existence at the time the _samples were taken? 

A. By those who -collected the samples, no. 

Q. You don't even know who collected the samples, do 
you? 

A. Not offhand ~ 

Q. Were you provided any backup analytical data for 
these samples? 

A. I don't know. 

Q. Have you seen any? 

A. I Qan't recall any. 

Q. Were you provided with any Aroclors noted on the 
report or anywhere else? 

A. I can't recall. 

Q. There's none showing on the report, are there? 

A. On this report, no. 

Ms. Spitzley, the only other witness sponsored -by EPA, could · 
also shed . little light ·on the Dihydro tests which form the sole 
foundation ·for EPA's charges. On cross-examination Ms. -Spitzley 
professed .the same lack of knowledge with CIW's test as did 
Bonner. 

' . 
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Tr. 112 

Q. Now, concerning this sampling event that's at least 
represented by this report, the sampling date of May 
22, 1989, do you know how the samples were taken? 

A. No, I do not. 

Q. You did not participate in that in any way, did you? . 

A. No, I did not. 

Q. Do you have ·any information about the sampling 
protocol that was followed? 

A. No, I do not. 

Q. Do you· know if a sampling protocol was followed? 

A. No, I do not. 

Q. Are you aware of any backup analytical data for this 
report, Exhibit # 25? 

A. No, I do not. 

Q. And on this report there's no aroclor noted, is that 
right? 

A. That's correct. 

The Complainant made no attempt to reconc£le Dihydro's test 
results with the results of MDNR's two tests which showed no 
regulated levels of PCBs. The EPA never adequately explained why 
it chose to rely on Dihydro's test, a private test commissioned 
and paid for by CIW (Tr. 369) about which it knew virtually 
nothing, rather than the two tests run by the MDNR. This is 
p~rticularly troubling because it was at the EPA's request that 
the MDNR performed the second of its two tests in June of 1989. 
Tr. 352. It was also the EPA that relied on MDNR's first test in 
January 1989, to advise Schrott about the trans.formers on his 
property. Tr. 347-50 (Bonace's March 20, 1989 letter)~ 

On their face, the MDNR's test results support a finding 
that the origin of the PCB contamination of CIW's facilities was 
the Niagara transformer. These results contain more detail as to 
the identification of the PCBs through a molecule known as an 
Aroclor. Tr. 556-558. 

The MDNR inspection in January, 1989 indicated non-regulated 
levels of Aroclor 1260 PCBs in the soils 'beneath all·three 
Westinghouse transformers and Standard tfansformer I R20552. 
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MDNR No. 1, attachment. MDNR's second inspection in June, 1989 
indicated regulated levels of Aroclor 1254 PCBs both in the soil 
beneath the Niagara transformer and from the residue within it. 
'It also revealed non-regulated levels of both Aroclor 1254 and 
1260 PCBs in the soil beneath Westinghouse # 6542893 and # 
6542891. MDNR No. 2. Dihydro's test results do not indicate 
specific Aroclors, and provide no evidentiary support either way. 
MDNR's inspection of the CIW facility, where the improper 
disposal occurred, revealed regulated levels of only Aroclor 1254 
PCBs. MDNR No. 3. 

Two possibilities may serve to explain this anomaly. Either 
the two Westinghouse transformers contained Aroclor 1254 PCBs, or 
the soil beneath them became contaminated with the fluid from the 
Niagara transformer. 

As to the former, there is no evidence to show that the 
Westinghouse transformers contained regulated levels of Aroclor 
1254. To the contrary, the evidence suggests that the PCBs in 
these transformers were belo~ the regulatory threshold. The 
record shows that soil samples taken from beneath the two 
Westinghouse transformers at issue contained unregtilated levels 
of Aroclor 1254 before and after their draining. MDNR Nos. 1 
and 2. ' EPA fails to rebut the Aroclor tracing results by 
argument or evidence. · 

The possibility of cross-contamination appears likely. 
The record indicates that the Niagara transformer was moved on 
various o~casi-ons. It was initially located .. "outside the Cedar 
Street side of the building," ·CTE No. 6, was moved to the "fence 
along, Orange Street," MDNR No. 1 at pp. 2-3, and sometime between 
January and June 1989, was moved again "near the remaining six 
transformers." MDNR No. 2 at p.4. Given the extreme 
concentrations contained in the Niagara transformer, the slight 
concentrations of Aroclor 1254 PCBs found in the soil beneath 
Westinghouse # 6542893 & # 6542891, (MDNR No. 2, attachment) and 
the movement of the Niagara transformer towards the other two, I 
find that cross-contamination may serve to explain Dihydro's test 
results. Finally, EPA's witness Spitzley admitted on cross
examination that the cause of the contamination at the CIW 
facility, may have been the Niagara transformer (Tr. 136): 

Q. So it would appear from looking at Exhibit # 2 MDNR, 
Exhibit # 3 MDNR, that the cause of the contamination 
at the CIW facility was the Niagara transformer, isn't 
that right? 

A. That's correct. 

Q. And that's shown because the same consistent marking 
of 1254 appears with the Niagara transformer, 
correct? · 
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A. That's correct. 

Q. ·And similarly, it would appear that the other six . 
transformers did not cause the ·contamination at the 
CIW facility because the 1260 aroclor with which 
they're associated is all at a no detect level, 
isn't that correct? Looking at this exhibit here, 
MDNR #3. . 

A. 1260 was not detected, that is correct. 

Q. Now, again, this report marked as Government 
Exhibit 25, doesn't assist us in that determination 
at all because there's no aroclor markings on this 
report, isn't that right? 

A. That's correct. 

In the final analysis it is EPA's burden to establish, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, the existence of regulated levels 
of PCBs in the two Westinghouse transformers. Its evidence falls 
far short of meeting this standard. The EPA knows little, if 
anything, about the Dihydro test upon wh~ch it relies. Who took 
the samples from the carcasses that had been drained? How were 
the samples taken? Did the sampling conform to accepted sampling 
protocol? What .measures were taken to insure the samples were 
not contaminated? What measures were taken to insure that cross
contamination had not occurred between the · Niagara transformer 
and the Westinghouse transformers? What were the testing 
techniques used by Dihydro? Do those techniques follow proper 
testing protocol? These are just some of the questions left 
unanswered by the EPA. -In these circumstances, I find that the 
Complainant has not met its burden of establishing that . 
Westinghouse transformers # 6542893 & # 6542891 were regulated 
under TSCA. 5 

Although many of these same questions may pe raised as to 
the MDNR's testing procedures, it is not the Respondents' 
obligation to support and defend the MDNR tests. On their face, 
the MDNR tests show that neither Westinghouse transformer had 
regulated levels of PCBs in the soil beneath them. To sustain 
its position, EPA must defend the Dihydro tests upon which it 
relies. It is also EPA's responsibility to reconcile or 

5 Wausau relies on the testimony of its expert, George Sheperd 
to challenge the validity of Dihydro's sampling methods. 
However, much of that testimony was based solely on 
depositions that were rejected and not admitted . into evidence. 
Accordingly, that testimony has no evidentiary value~ 
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otherwise explain the MDNR and Dihydro apparent divergent test 
~esults. It failed to do either. 

B. Storaqe~Related Violations 

The surviving portions of the counts against Group 8 as they 
pertain to the improper storage of the Niagara transformer, are 
as follows: · · 

Count I 40 C.F.R. § 
761.65(a) 

Count II 40 C.F.R. § 
761.65(b) (1) 

Count III 40 C.F.R. § 
761.65(C) (8) 

Count IV 40 C.F . R. § 
761.40(a) (2) 

Count V 40 C.F.R. § 
761.40(a)(10) 

Failure to dispose of 1 PCB 
transformer within one year of its 
placement in storage. 

Failure to store 1 PCB transformer 
in a ' facility with a roof, walls, 
impervious floor and 6" continuous 
curbing. 

Failure to mark 1 PCB transformer 
with the date it was placed into 
storage. · 

Failure to mark 1 PCB transformer 
with an "ML" stamp. 

Failure to mark a PCB storage area 
with an "ML" stamp. 

under the Toxic Substance control Act (TSCA), 15 u.s.c. 
§ 26.14, while Congress required PCBs and their uses to be 
regulated, it did not specifically define the community to be 
regulated. Complainant's position is that the PCB Rules apply to 
all persons who manufacture, process, distribute in commerce, use 
or dispose of PCBs or PCB Items. Group 8 argues that because it 
did not own the Niagara transformer it cannot be liable under 
TSCA for its ·improper storage. ' 

40 C.F.R. Part 761 is divided into separate subsections each 
dealing with various . aspects of PCB handling. 6 Relying on these 
PCB handling activities (as. opposed to other criteria such as 
ownership), the. Environment~! Appeals Board gave a rough 
guideline as to who is affected ~y TSCA in In the Matter of Nello 
Santacroce & Dominic Fanelli D/B/A Gilroy Associates, TSCA Appeal 

6 Subpart A - General; Subpart B - Manufacturing, Processing, . 
Distribution in ·. Commerce and Use of PCBs and PCB Items; Subpart 
C - .Marking of .PCBs and ·PCB Items; Subpart D - Storage and 
Disposal; Subpart E - ·Exemption's; Subpart G - PCB Spill Clean 
Up Policy; Subpart J- General -Records and Reports; Subpart K-
PCB Waste Disposal Records .and Reports. · 
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No. 92-6 (Mar. 25, 1993). The Boardreasoned that "the 
regulations on use apply to those who use PCBs; the regulations 
on storage apply to those who store PCBs; .and the regulations on 
disposal apply to those who dispose of PCBs." Gilroy, at 10 
(citing In re City of Detroit, TSCA Appeal No. 89-5 (Feb. 6, 
1991) at 15). 

Liability under TSCA is not established merely on the basis 
of ownership. As explained in Gilroy, liability for storage 
violations attaches under TSCA not because of legal ownership of 
a regulated item per se, but because of a party's role as a 
storer of PCBs. 7 

Group 8 argues that it merely owned the land on·which the 
transformers were s.tored. According to Group 8 that is not a 
basis for liability. Group 8 cites In the Matter of Suburban 
Station, Docket No. TSCA-III-40 (September 4, 1984). There 
Southeastern Penns'ylvania Transportation Authority (SEPTA) was 
held not liable ·for PCB storage violations despite owning and 
operating commuter rail. services at a railroad yard where PCBs 
were stored. The City of Philadelphia was constructing a 
commuter project and renovating at the yard pursuant to a federal 
grant when it discovered PCB contamination. The City contracted 
for the clean up of PCBs and made decisions with respect to how 
the clean up was carried out. The City was held liable for 
improper storage .. SEPTA merely licensed the City to renovate and 
to perform construction at the site. It received copies of the 
City's correspondence with regard to.the clean up. That 
correspondenc.e did not indicate that the City had consulted or 
discussed the matters with SEPTA. Suburban Station, slip. op. at 
14-15. Group 8, in contrast, contracted with Wyandotte Grand 
for the storage of equipment, which included the transformers. 
Accordingly, Suburban Station provides no support for Group 8's 
claim. · 

The issue here is whether Group 8 became a storer of PCB 
Items by agreeing to allow Wyandotte Grand's "equipment" to be 
stored on Group 8's land. I find that it did. Group 8 
contracted with Wyandotte Grand to store the Niagara transformer 
on Group 8's property as per the land contract rider agreement. 
WTE No. 1. As a result of that agreement, Group 8 assumed the 
duties of a storer. One cannot contractually allow a party to 
store regulated substances on its property and then turn a blind-. 
eye to the conditions and manner of storage. Moreover, as 
previously observed, pursuant to the rider to its contract with. 
Grand Machinery, Group 8 assumed control over the transformers 

7 This decision does not and need not reach the issue as to. 
whether the equipment .left.on the premises by Wyandotte Grand 
became the property of Group 8 via abandonment or-other legal 
transfer. 
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sometime after December 31, 1987, because they had not ·been. 
removed by Grand Machinery. 

c. Disposal Violations 

Group 8 arid Wausau are alleged to have violated 40 C.F.R. 
S 761.60 by failing to dispose of PCBs with a concentration 
greater '.than 50 ppm in an incinerator which complies with 40 
C.F.R. § 761.70. According to the Complainant, the Respondents' 
participation in the removal and transport of the liquids from 
the seven transformers on Group 8's property to CIW's oil 
recycling facility, constitutes "disposal" as that term is 
defined in 40 C.F.R. § 761.3. "Disposal" is defined to include 
"actions related to containing, transporting, destroying, 
degrading, decontaminating, or confining PCBs or PCB Items." 

1. It Was the Other Guy 

Both Wausau and Group 8 are cited by the EPA for the parts 
they allegedly played in the disposal of regulated PCBs. Wausau 
contends · that, by virtue of its role. as insurer, -it cannot be 
held liable under TSCA. Wausau says that, as an insurer, it was 
not acting on its own behalf, but rather the behalf of Group 8, 
the insured. Wausau takes considerable pains to emphasize that 
it was merely performing the traditional role of an insurance 
company--that is to indemnify the insured for a loss. According 
to Wausau, it always acted with the consent of Group 8. Group 8, 
on the .other hand, argues that Wausau made the decisions · 
regarding disposal and that Group 8 should be absolved of 
liability. 

2. Group 8's Conduct 

Schrott, President of Group 8, approved the initial testing 
of the three Standard transformers, CTE No. 3. · He received 
correspondence from EPA (CTE No. 14), the City of Wyandotte (WTE 
Nos. 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12, & 13), the Mayor of Wyandotte (WTE No. 
14), and sent letters to and received letters from Sclafani 
Trucking (CTE No. 24, WTE Nos. 5, 7, 15, & 21), making reference 
to the transformers and/or hazardous condition of the property . 

. Suffice to say, the record is replete with references to Group 
8's knowledge of the potential hazardous nature of the~conditions 
of his property including the existence of the transformers. 
Sometime prior to disposal Schrott hired Globe Midwest, a Public 
Adjusting company, to further represent .Group 8's interests. CTE 
No. 22. It is clear that Schrott was not dependent upon Wausau 
to ensure that Group 8's interests were bein9 pursued. 

Schrott contracted with Sclafani who, in turn, subcontracted 
K&D to drain and remove the fluids from.six (6) . transformers. 
WTE Nos. 5, 7, 11 & 15, CTE No. 1, par .. 6-15. · Some fifteen 
months prior to K&D's drainage and removal of the transformer 
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fluids, Wausau's adjuster sent Schrott a letter. The letter, 
dated November 30 ,· 1987, made clear that Wausau had not hired 
Sclafani and that (consistent with its insurance policy) it was 
only agreeing to make payment. WTE No. 29. 

K&D's drainage and transport of the PCB-contaminated Niagara 
transformer fluids (along with the fluids from the other six 
transformers) to a recycling facility.(CTE Nos. 8, 9, & 12) 
constitute improper disposal. Because of Group 8's involvement 
in the drainage and removal of the Niagara transformer's fluids, 
it is accountable and responsible for their safe and proper 
disposal. Certainly where electrical transformers are concerned, 
there is a reasonable expectation that PCBs might be present. 
Accordingly, those who authorize and approve the disposal of them 
are held to constructive knowledge of the requirements of TSCA 
and EPA:s regulations thereunder. 

Similar to it's argument related to the storage violations, 
Group 8 argues that it did not own the Niagara transformer and 
therefore cannot be held liable for any PCB·violations. Group 8 
cites In the Matter of·Mexico Feed & Seed Company, et al., Docket 
Nos. TSCA-VII-84-T-312 and TSCA-VII-84-T-323 (October 25, 1985). 
·In that case, charges of improper disposal of PCBs against J. F. 
Covington, · a lessor, were dismissed when the lessee's underground 
tanks of waste oil leaked PCBs into the surrounding soil. In the 
wo;rds of Judge Jones, "[TSCA] does not contemplate the assessment 
of a civil penalty against a non-participatory and non-negligent 
lessor and therefore, [there] is no logical or legal basis for 
holding respondent .. · . responsible for violations committed by 
the lessee under the theory of vicarious liability." Mexico Feed 
& Seed, Slip Op. at 25. 

Respondent also cites a similar case, In the Matter of 
George J. Huth, et al., Docket No. TSCA-V-C-196 (June 2, 1986). 
There JudgeNissen dismissed charges of improper disposal as 
against the record owner of the property, Joyce Nichols, where 
lessee's storage tanks leaked PCBs into the surrounding soil. 
The resultant violations occurred and were discovered by the EPA 
in the course of an investigation before she acquired title to 
the property. 

In both cases property owners, not causing or contributing 
to a disposal violation, were not liable under TSCA purely by 
virtue· of their ownership status. 

However, the facts here are significantly different from 
both Mexico Feed & Seed and George J. Huth~ Both cited cases 
involved ·the passive seepage of PCBs from underground storage 
tanks into adjacent soil. The property owners did not actively 
dispose of PCBs or contract for their disposal. Here Schrot.t 
contracted with K&D and Sclafani for the drainage and removal of 

. transformers, and unlike J. F. Covington .and .Joyce Nichols, 
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actively participated in the disposal of regulated items. Group 
8 "took actions related to containing, transporting, destroying, 
degrading, decontaminating, or confining PCBs or PCB items", as 
disposal is defined in the regulations. As a result, Group 8 
became a disposer of PCBs. 

3. Wausau's Conduct 

The nature of Wausau's participation in the disposal process 
will now be examined. 

The evidence shows that under its insurance contract with 
Group 8, Wausau agreed only to pay or guarantee payment for 
debris removal of fire damaged property. Tr~ 650-655, WTE Nos. 26 
and 2 9. The insurance'. contract was Wausau's promise to pay for 
losses covered by the contract. Insurance did not shift 
responsibility from Group 8 to Wausau to remove and to dispose of 
the transformers. ·Nor di~ it obligate Wausau to pay for 
transformers that were not fire damaged. There is no evidence to 
show that the Niagara ·transformer was fire damaged. Accordingly, 
Wausau would have been under no obligation to pay for its 
removal. Tr. 648-650. · 

This question remains: did Wausau take independent action 
(separate and apart from its insurance contract with Group 8) to 
contract for, or otherwise cause, the removal and disposal of the 
Niagara transformer? 

The record fails to show such an agreement or conduct. The 
drainage and removal of the Niagara transformer was performed by 
K&D (WTE No.23) pursuant to an agreement it had reach~d with . 
Sclafani. CTE No.1 par. 11-15, CTE No. 7, WTE No. 15. 'There is 
no evidence that Wausau authorized or caused the drainage and 
removal of the Niagara transformer. 

Complainant contends that Wausau's "participation in the 
removal and transport of the liquids from the seven transformers 
on the Property, to CIW's oil recycling facility, constitutes 
'actions related to containing, transporting, destroying, 
degrading, decontaminating, or confining PCBs or PCB Items,' 
under 40 C.F.R. ! 761~3." As evidence of Wausau's involvement in 
the disposal process, Complainant refers to Wausau's request for 
cost estimates from K&D for the disposal work and its agreement 
to pay K&D a reasonable dollar amount for the disposal. 

Wausau's actions are precisely those to be expected from an 
insurer attempting to minimize .the cost to itself and ultimately 
to its policyholders. wausau's request for cost estimates and 
its agreement to pay. a reasonable amount were consistent with its 
role as an insurer,. wausau did not became a disposer of PCBs by 
virtue o-f fulfilling the traditional role of. an insurer to 
reimburse for policy losses. 
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Complainant refers to a September 1, 1987 letter in which 
Wausau·said that it had made arrangements "on your [Group 8] 
behalf" to test and remove three fire damaged transformers from 
the premises. According to the Complainant, this constitutes 
evidence of Wausau's participation in the disposal. 

Complainant's argument fails for several reasons. Wausau 
did not .take unilateral action to test and remove these three 
transformers. On September 1, 1987 Wausau sought and received 
the following written authorization from Schrott: "This will 
authorize Wausau Insurance Companies to have Marine Pollution 
Control remove the transformer, transport and dispose of the 
three (3) ~.C.B.'s. Wausau is further authorized to make 
payment directly to Marine Pollution Control." CTE No. 3. This 
authorization from Schrott placed Wausau in the role of an .agent 
·acting solely on behalf of its insured, Group 8. · \ 

Marine Polluti'on Control's testing showed that the 
transformers tested did not contain regulated levels of PCBs. 
The Niagara transformer containing the regulated levels of PCBs 
'was not subject to Wausau's September 1 letter. The Niagara . 
transformer was not discovered apparently until sometime later 
(CTE No. 6) and, in any event, was not tested by MPC. 

Further, Wausau did not become involved in the disposal of 
the Niagara transformer bec_ause it responded to the Bonace letter 
sent to Schrott. The Bonace letter to Schrott dated March 20, 
1989 (a copy o·f which was sent to Wausau) describes the seven 
transformers'on Group 8's property and advises .Schrott of the EPA 
regulations related to PCBs. CTE No. 14. Wausau's April 10, 1989 
letter to Bonace merely relayed what it believed to be the then 
current status of the removal. CTE No. 19. Wausau did not 
assume, dictate, or control any.aspect of the testing and removal 
process by virtue of its letter. 

Nor could Wausau become liable as a disposer of PCBs merely 
because it had knowledge of Bonace's letter to Schrott .. Wausau 
was under no duty to take any specific action based on Bonace's 
letter. Bonace's letter requested no specific response other 
than M[p]lease keep me informed of any actions you [Schrott] take 
involving these transformers." 

In sum, under its contract with Group 8, Wausau was 
obligated to pay only for the removal of fire damaged property 
covered under the contract. And, independent of that contract, 
Wausau took n6 action affecting the draining·and removal of the 
Niagara transformer. Wausau's actions were consistent with its 
duty to indemnify and consistent with the insured's 
authorization. 
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D. Criteria for Setting Penalty Levels 

Failing ·to comply with a regulation promulgated under 
section 6 of TSCA, 15 u~s.c. § 2605, is a prohibited act under 
section 15 of TSCA, 15 u.s.c. S 2614, for which a civil penalty 
may be assessed under Section 16 of TSCA, 15 u.s.c. § 2615. The 
maximum civil penalty is $ 25,000 for each violation. In 
determining the amount of a civil penalty, the statute says that 
the nature, circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation 
should be taken into account. With respect to the violator, the 
EPA must also consider its ability to pay, the effect on its 
ability to continue to do business, any history of prior such 
violations, the degree of culpability, and other matters as 
justice may require. TSCA § 16(a) (2)-(B), 15 u.s.c. § 
2 615 (a) ( 2) (B) . 

The EPA's Rules of Practice, 40 C.F.R. § 22.a7(b), state 
that the judge "must consider any civil penalty guidelines issued 
under the Act." However, they do not require the judge to 
calculate the penalty according to the strictures and parameters 
set forth in a penalty policy. To "consider" penalty guidelines 
does not mean to adopt them and to adhere to their terms, 
deviating from them only upon a special showing. Indeed, if "that 
were the case, penalty policies would be viewed by the courts as 
tantamount to agency rules which must meet the ·notice and 
comment requirements of the Administrative Procedure Act ("APA"). 
5 u.s.c. Sec. 553 (b) (3) (A). · Such penalty ·guidelines could not 
be applied because the public was never given notice and the 
opportunity to comment and express their views as to what they 
may perceive to be the fairest and most equitable approach to 
setting penalty levels. 

In U.S. Telephone Ass'n v. Federal Communications 
Commission, 28 F.3d 1232 (D.C. Cir. 1994) the court set aside a 
penalty schedule of the FCC'for noncompliance with the .APA notice 
and comment procedure. The FCC's penalty schedule established 
base forfeiture amounts· for each type of violation calculated as 
a percentage of the statutory .maximum. It also provided for 
adjustments to the base amounts depending on various mitigating 
or aggravating factors. The adjustment factors mirrored those 
set forth in Section 503(b) of the Communications Act of 1934 · 
which instructs the FCC to "take into account the nature, 
circumstances, extent, and gravity of the violation and, with 
respect to the violator, the degree of culpability, any history 
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of prior offenses, ability to pay, and such other matters as 
justice may require." 8 

The FCC argued that the penalty schedule was merely a policy 
statement and not a rule. The distinction is a critical one. If 
the penalty schedule served as a statement of agency policy, the 
policy could be adopted without notice and comment from the 1 
affected public. If the penalty Schedule served as a rule, then 
it could not be applied unless the public had an opportunity to 
express its views via the notice and comment procedure required 
by the APA. 

The FCC claimed that it retained discretion to depart from 
the standards of the policy statement in specific applications 
and that, therefore, it was not a binding rule. The Court noted 
that the Pee, "mindful of this precedent [ie., cases citing the 
APA notice and comment requirement for the adoption of 
substantive rules]' labeled the standards as a policy statement 
and reiterated 12 times [in the policy statement] that it 
retained discretion to depart from the -standards in specific 
applications." 

The court disagreed with the FCC's labeling and looked to 
the reality of what had been happening. It held that the penalty 
schedule was not a policy stat'ement because the FCC had 
consistently applieq it as though it were a rule. The language 
of the court in characterizing the "policy statement" is 
noteworthy. It ·is repeated here. 

8 

The difficulty we see in the Commission's position 
is that the appendix affixed to the short "policy 
statement" sets forth a detailed schedule of 
penalties applicable to specific infractions as 
well as the appropriate adjustments for particular 
situations. It is rather hard to imagine an 
agency wishing to publish such an exhaustive 
framework for sanctions if it did not intend to 
use that framework to cabin its discretion. · 
Indeed, no agency to our knowledge has ever 
claimed that such a schedule of fines was a policy 
statement. ~t simply does not fit the paradigm of 
a policy statement, namely, an indication of an 

Note the striking similarity between TSCA . and the 
Communicat~ons statute with respect to the factors to be 
considered in setting penalty levels. The only 
differenc'e between the two statutes is that TSCA includes 
one additional factor not found in the FCC statute--the 
effect of the penalty on the violator's ability t0 do 
bu-siness. · 
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agency's current position on a particular 
regulatory issue. 

_ It follows then from -~he teachings of the court in U.S. 
Telephone Ass'n. and the cases cited therein, that the PCB 
penalty policy, if viewed as a policy statement, serves merely as 
"an indication of an agency's current position on a particular 
regulatory issue." If the agency chooses to rely on that policy 
in setting a penalty~ it must, through its evidence, support the 
findings, assumptions and determinations on which that policy 
tests. In terms of evidentiary value, no presumption of validity 
attaches to an agency policy statement. For M[w]hen the agency 
applies the policy [statement] in a particular situation, it must 
be prepared to support the policy just as if the policy statement 
had never been issued." (emphasis added). Pacific Gas & Elec. 
Co. v. Federal Power Cornrn'n, 506 F.2d. 33, 38 (D.C. Cir. - 1974). 

Of cours~; if viewed as a rule, the PCB penalty policy would 
fail the APA notice and comment requirement and, like a policy 
statement, it would have ·no binding evidentiary effect. As the 
D.C. Circuit obse·rved in Pacific Gas, 506 F.2d. 38, 

[a)n administrative agency has available two methods for 
formulating policy that will have the force of law. · An ' 
agency may establish binding policy through rulemaking 
procedures by which it promulgates substantive rules, or 
through adjudications which constitute binding 
precedents. (footnote omitted). 

This decision does not address whether the PCB penalty _ 
policy is being used by the agency as a rule. There is no need 
to do so for purposes of this deci~ion. Whether the PCB penalty 
policy is viewed as an invalid rule (bec,ause it fails to meet the 
APA notice and comment requirements) or as a policy statement, 
the consequences of either for evidentiary purposes are the_ 
sarne-~the determination of the proper penalty level must rest on 
the evidence presented. For purposes of this decision, however, 
it is assumed that the PCB penalty ·policy is a policy statement. 

E. The Evidence Related To Penalty Levels 

That the EPA ~itness relied exclusively on the penalty 
policy in arriving at his recommended penalty level is clear. On 
direct examination -the fpllowing exchanges between EPA's counsel 
and his witness occurred: 

Tr .. · 353 

Q. In the course of p~eparing these complaints, did you 
have an occasion to calculate a penalty for both 
Respondent Group Eight and Wausau ? 
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A. Yes, I did. 

Q. And did you consult any guidance or assistance of any 
internal.EPA document with regard to calculating that 
penalty ? 

A. Yes, I used the Polychlorinated Biphenyls Penalty 
~olicy of April 9, 1990. 

Tr. 354 

Q. What is the significance of this document [penalty 
policy] to the work you have been doing in the PCB 
unit ? 

A. This is the document I would use for developing 
penal ties .for PCB complaints. 

When asked by counsel to explain how he arrived at the penalty 
level in the complaint, the witness merely recounted how he 
applied the gravity-based matrix, and other criteria set forth in 
the twenty-page policy statemen~. Tr.354-373. · 

At this point it may be helpful for an understanding of 
the discu·ssion which follows to see the gravity-based matrix as 
it appears in the PCB policy statement. It is shown below. 

GRAVITY BASED PENALTY MATRIX 

Circumstance.s 
(probability of damages) 

High Range 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Medium Range 
Level 3 
Level 4 
Low Range 
Level 5 
Level 6 

A 

Extent of Potential Damage 

- Major B - Significant c - Minor 

$25,000 $17,000 $5,000 
20,000 13,000 3,000 

15,000 10,000 1,500 
10,000 6,000 1,000 

5,000 3,000 500 
2,000 1,300 200 

' To appreciate fully the detail, and comprehensive nature of 
PCB penalty pOlicy, -it is reproduced as Attachnient A to this 
decision. 

. According to the PCB penalty policy, the gravity-based 
matrix is intended to address the nature, extent, and 
circumstances of the violations--three of the factors identified 
in TSCA. However, the evidentiary support and rationale for many 
of -the findings and conclusions made.in the policy s~atement with 
respect to the factors making up the matrix are missing from this 
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record. Recall that, if the government intends to apply a policy 
(as contrasted with a policy adopted and imbedded in a rule) the 
government must support that policy just as ifthe policy never 
existed. Pacific Gas & Electric, supra. / The EPA failed to do 
so in this case. 

For example, with regard to the disposal violation, the EPA 
witness applied the 1990 penalty policy as if it were a rule. No 
support was given for the policy itself. Nor were the facts and 
circumstances underlying the forrnuiation of the policy shown to 
be applicable to this case. The following testimony was 
presented by EPA to support the gravity-based penalty applicable 
to Group 8 for the improper disposal violation: 

Tr. 355-356 

Q. And could you tell us how you did that [assess a penalty 
for improper disposal] using the Penalty Policy? 

A. Okay. The first thing to do is to develop the Gravity 
Based Penalty using the penalty matrix and extent and 
circumstances. The circumstances which are found on page 
10 and 11 describe major disposal as a level 1 violation. 
Extent, which involves the amount of material in a 
particular violation for disposal violations is found on 
Page 6 and 7. Since the situation with Wausau involved 
greater than 25 gallons., quite a bit more than 25 gallons 

. of PCB fluid, that violation is of major extent. When 
you refer to the matrix on Page 9 you see that,major 
extent, level 1 is a $25,000 penalty. 

JUDGE LOTIS: Level 1 relates to -- I see. You viewed this as 
a major disposal. 

THE WITNESS: Yes. 

JUDGE LOTIS: That was because why? 

THE WITNESS: All PCB violations are considered to be the 
most serious at level 1 and there is really no alternative 
for disposal. There is a minor disposal in which a PCB 
article has a small leak on the surface. 

JUDGE LOTIS: This was a level 1 for what reason? 

THE WITNESS: Because PCB oil was taken out of a transformer 
and shipped for disposal to a facility that was not designed 
to handle PCB disposal. 
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Tr. 363-364 

Q. With regard to that violation (improper disposal 
assessed against Group 8], was your calculation of the 
Gravity Base component of the penalty the same as you 
testified to in Wausau? 

A. Yes, it is. 

According to the PCB penalty policy; "the Agency has 
structured the extent portion of the penalty policy to 

'approximate the costs of disposal and cleanup and to remove any 
economic incentives to violate the rules. The violator will not 
only pay a penalty for violations, the violator will also pay any 
additional costs necessary to come into compliance." CTE No. 20, 
p.7. 

While the EPA' witness relied on the extent portion of the 
matrix, he made no attempt to support the stated rationale of the 
policy quoted above. No evidence has been presented as to the 
approximate costs associated with disposal and cleanup which 
would give rise to the indicated penalty levels shown in the 
matrix. No evidence has been presented to support the division 
of the penalty levels based on the three categories in the policy 
statement (Major, Significant, and Minor). No costs or other 
evidence has been presented to explain and support the penalties 
shown in the matrix associated with each of these categories. No 
evidence has been presented to show that economic incentives to 
violate the rules vary in accordance with these three categories. 
No evidence has been presented to show tpat the three extent 
levels chosen have any relationship to the removal of economic 
incentives to violate the rules. Nor has it been shown how the 
extent portion of the matrix relates to the violator "pay(ing] 
any additional costs necessary to come into compliance." 

The second portion of the PCB penalty policy matrix is 
referred to as the "circumstance level". There are 6 
circumstance levels and, in combination with the 3 extent levels, 
they provide for a total of 18 different penalty amounts. 
According to the PCB penalty policy, the circumstance level 
"reflects its (a violation's] probability of causing harm to the 
public." CTE No. 20, p.9. 

The circumstance levels in the matrix fare no better than 
the extent levels in terms of their evidentiary support. There 
is no evidence to show how the six circumstance levels reflect a 
violation··s probability of causing harm to the public. Further, 
there is no support for the 18 penalty levels associated with the 
combination of circumstance and extent levels of the matrix. 

The EPA .witness never justified or explained the· rationale 
of the policy which establishes a matrix-based penalty then 
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considers adjustments to that penalty after reviewing the other 
statutory criteria. This cre~tes an unexplained dichotomy among 
the statutory factors in setting penalties. The extent and 
circumstances of the violation carry a matrix-based p~nalty, but 
the other statutory factors are ·only considered by way of 
adjustments to that penalty. On its face, and in its 
application, this may appear to skew or given greater weight to 
three statutory criteria--nature, ·extent and circumstances--and 
lesser value and consideration to the othe~ statut9ry criteria. 
This is not to suggest that rationale may not exist for such , 
treatment. I find only that such rationale is missing from this 
record. 

. The EPA witness also failed to relate how the particular 
facts in this case fit the underlying rationale of the policy 
statement. For example, the witness merely recited the policy 
statement in concluding that "major disposal" is a ~level l,h or 
highest penalty category. Because the penalty po.licy says that 
all PCB disposal violations are considered the most serious, 
"level 1," or "level 3" for minor surface leaks, ergo, according 
to the EPA witness, they are so. No explanation is given as to 

· why there· should only be a first and third circumstance level for 
disposal violations.. The witness did not specify the fac.ts 
which compel this particular .disposal violation to be in the 
highest penalty level with regard to the circumstances factor. 
The testimony of the EPA witness amounted to filling in the 
blanks of the PCB penalty matrix--a penalty formulation with no 

·evidentiary support . 

After a gravity-based penalty level is set by reference to 
the matrix, the next step according ·to the PCB penalty policy is 
to determine whether there should be any adjustments. to the ·. 
gravity-based penalty based .on consideration of the other factors 
mentioned in TSCA--culpability, history of prior such violations, 
ability to pay and to continue in business, and other .matters as 
justice may require. 

The EPA witness found no g+ounds for making any adjustments 
to the matrix-derived penalty. As wit~ the matrix, the w~tness 
once again confined himself to viewing the entire matter of 
adjustments in the manner dictated by the policy statement. And, 
once again, no evidentiary support is provided to justify the 
standards and principles imbedded in that policy. See Attachment 
A, pages 15-20, for the complete policy statement assessment ot 
these non-matrixed factors and how they should be applied. 
Unfortunately, there is no evidentiary fo~ndation which would 
compel their use in the precise manner prescribed. 

For example, the PCB penalty policy describes various 
levels of adjustments .to .the ·gravity-derived penalty to take . 
account of the other statutory crite.ria ·as shown . below: 
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culpability--25% up or down, 
· history of prior violations--25%, SO%, and 100% up, 
other factors as justice may require--described by the 

policy as (1) attitude--maximum 15% adjustment up or 
down (2) voluntary disclosure--25% and a possible 
additional 15% for a total of 40% down, and (3) 
economic benefit of non-compliance--up to the $25,000 
statutory limitation. 

Because the witness decided to make no adjustments to the matrix
based penalty after considering these other statutory factors, 
the derivation of these adjustment percentages, their propriety, 
and their lack of evidentiary .roots need not be addressed. · 

In summary, the EPA witness applied the PCB penalty policy 
but provided no evidentiary support for the underpinnings of the 
matrix-based penalty on which he relies. This is not to suggest 
that the PCB penalty policy could not be defended. But, here the 
witness did not approach his proffered evidence "as if the policy 
never existed." Rather, the policy was the witness .' evidence. 

It is not for the decisionmaker to supply the explanation 
and rationale in defense of the PCB penalty policy. To do so 
would be to disregard rights guaranteed by the APA to persons in 
their dealings with the federal government. In adjudicative 
proc~edings such as these, agency action must be supported by 
"reliable, probative, and substantial evidence" _(Sec. 556 (d)). 
That evidence cannot be supplied by the agency itself in 
rendering its decision. 9 It must be found in the record. 
Further, a party's right "to submit rebuttal evidence and to 
conduct such cross~examination as may be required for a full and 
true disclosure of the facts" (id.) is effectively denied if the 
PCB penalty policy justification is found in the decision but not 
in the record. · 

In these circumstances the penalty assessed must rest on the 
evidence presented in light of the statutory criteria and without 
reference to the penalty policy. 

EPA's task to present evidence in individual cases 
supporting the basis of its penalty policies would be formidable. 

9 A commonly acknowledged fact or 'scientific or t~chnical fac~ 
that is within an agency's expertise may be subject to 
official notice, which is similar to judicial notice in 
federal court. Rivera-Cruz v. INS, 9.48 F.2d 962 (5th Cir. 
1991), rehearing denied, 954 F.2d 723. See also EPA's 
Consolidated Rules 40 C.F.R. § 22.22(f). But, an explanation 
and rationale for 24 pages of PCB penalty policy appearing for 
the first time in an EPA decision hardly fits the .. limited · 
exception referred to in Rivera-Cruz and EPA Rule 22.22(f). 
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Approximately 1000 administrative penalty proceedings are 
pending. Considering its limited resources and. the need to 
expedite cases, the EPA may choose the rulemaking alternative. 

Rulemaking has advantages which may commend . its use. It 
would allow the affected public to comment and to participate in 
the formulation of EPA's approach to penalties. The EPA may 
benefit from the collective input of the commenting public in 
designing an approach to penalty assessments perhaps more 
flexible than its present matrix-based formulary approach while 
still remaining faithful to the purposes of the statutes. · 

.F. Findings of Liability and Penalties Associated with 
Storage Violations 

There are certain matters common to all of the storage 
violations. I will consider those first. 

Counts I through V all involve the same quantity of PCBs, 
namely the 236 gallons that was in the Niagara transformer. 
There was only one PCB transformer involved~ which was located on 
a demolition site. The record does not show that anyone entered 
onto the site except representatives of the respondents, 
demolition workers, pollution control personnel, and employees of 
EPA, the MDNR and the City of Wyandotte. They were aware that 
industrial .or hazardous wastes existed on the site, and would 
presumably take some precautions. 10 No evidence has been 
presented of extensive soil contamination or contamination of 
groundwater or surrounding property. Group 8 had no history of 
TSCA violations. It has not shown that it lacks ability to pay 
the proposed penalty. Nor has it shown that it would not be able 
to continue in business. 

Other matters relevant to the penalty criteria listed in the 
statute and which are not common to all of the storage violations 
are considered below. 

1. Count I 

Under _the rider prov1s~on number 5 of the Land Contract, 
Wyandotte Grand had "a reasonable time" to remove the Niagara , 
transformer after December 31, 1987. · If not removed, Group 8 
"shall not object to the abandonment of any property contained in 
the building ... [and] Group 8 shall have the right to scrap or 
otherwise remove said assets ..•. M WTE No. 1. 

10 Hazardous industrial wastes, other than PCBs, existed at the 
Group 8 site and were also removed by K&D. They included 
waste oil from press pits and liquid from a plating tank . 
. CTE 7, 9, 10; WTE 18, 20, 21, 22, 23. 

I 
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The time between December 31, 1987, and the date the 
transformer was drained and removed is approximately a year and ·a 
half. Therefore, Group 8 is liable for failure to dispose of a 

PCB transformer within one year of its placement · in storage, in 
. violation of 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(a). 

EPA proposed a penalty of $6,000, but did not mitigate the 
proposed penalty in consideration of Group 8's culpability. 
After hearing all of the evidence in this case, I am persuaded 
that some reduction shou·ld be made to account for Schrott 's and 
Group 8's lack of knowledge with regard to the storage of the 
Niagara transformer. Schrott doe~ not appear to have known that 
a PCB transformer existed on the site until he was contacted by 
Bonace in March 1989. Tr. 168; 347-349; CTE No. 14, 23. PCB 
tests taken on the transformers on site prior to that time showed 
non-regulated levels of. PCBs. WTE No. 7. 

Furthermore, the record shows that confusion and unusual 
circumstances existed with regard to who was in control of the 
transformers. Group 8's business had nothing to do with PCB 
transformers. When Group 8 first acquired the site, the 
transformers were not in its possession or control. Thereafter, 
Wausau, the insurance company which represented the previous 
owners' interests, made arrangements for the testing and removal 
of the three transformers known to exist . on the site. CTE No. 2. 
Schrott was apparently confused as to who was in control of the 
transformers. Schrott testified that Aidenbaum told him to "stay 
out of it" and that, "These transformers don't have anything to 
do with you. I have already taken care of it. It's done." Tr. 
170, 174, 177. Nevertheless, Schrott authorized the removal of 
three transformers from the site. CTE 3. · 

Moreover, some delays in progress of demolition and removal 
of wastes at the site occurred which were not due to Group 8's 
conduct. CTE No. 15. Therefore, Group 8 lacked control over the 
length of time the Nia'gara transformer was stored at the site. 
Under all these circumstances, an appropriate penalty for Group 
8's failure to dispose of the PCB transformer within a year is 
$3000. 

2. Counts II, IV and V 

It is undisputed that the Niagara transformer was not stored 
in a · facility with a roof, walls, impervious floor, and 6" 
continuous curbing. Consequently, Group 8 is liable for 
violating 40 C.F.R. § 761.65(b)(l), as alleged in Count II . 

. There is a~so no question that the Niagara transformer and 
the area in which it was stored were not marked with an ML stamp. 
Group 8's failure to do so .are violations of 40 C.F.R. §§ 
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761.40(a)(2) and 761.40(a)(10). Ac_cordingly, Group 8 is liable 
as alleged in Counts IV and V of the complaint. 

With regard to Count II, it is noted that a large amountof 
oil with a high concentration of PCBs would be released directly 
into the soil if an acGident had occurred. The evidence shows 
that there were visible oil .stains around the Niagara 
transformer. CTE No. 27. As to culpability with regard to this 
violation, no mitigation is warranted. Group 8 should have known 
that a PCB transformer was being stored improperly, at least from 
the time when Bonace warned Schrott about the existence of the 
PCB transformer in March 1989, until it was removed. 

The marking violations, Counts IV and v, created a hazardous 
condition for anyone who entered onto the site, where a PCB 
transformer and the area around it did not post any warning that 
a highly toxic chemical was present. Yet, it appears that the 
previous owner of the site also had not complied with the marking 
requirements. Group 8 apparently did not know that a PCB 
transformer existed on site until March 1989, and then it was 
expected to be removed from the site forthwith. 

A significant penalty will be imposed for each of these 
three violations, but the mitigating facts (including those 
previously referred to as being common to all the storage 
violations) warrant penalties no greater than half of the maximum 
amount allowed under the statute. A penalty of $12,500 is 
theref6re assessed for each of Counts II, IV and v. 

3. Count III 

Group 8 does not contest the allegation that the Niagara 
transformer was not marked with the date it was placed into 
storage. Accordingly, Group 8 is liable for violating 40 C.F.R. 
§ 761.65(c)(8). 

The nature of this violation, when v.iewed in context of the 
ongoing demolition and cleanup of the site and plans to remove 
the transformers, is not se~ious enough to warrant an extremely 
hi_gh penalty. 

Moreover, Group 8 was not aware of the PCB transformer until 
after i·t was placed into storage for disposal. However, when 
Schrott was· specifically notified of the existence of the PCB 
transformer and the storage and.marking regulations, 40 C.F.R. 
Part 761, in Bonace's letter of March 20, 1989 (CTE No. 14), the 
marking requirement could have been complied with at that t~e. 
The transformer could have been marked with the date of January 
1, 1988,·which is the date that the transformer would be deemed 
abandoned by a third party purchaser,·according to the rider to 
the Land Contract, and subject to removal. WTE No. 1. 
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Considering these facts, and the matters common to all of 
the storage violations in this proceeding, an appropriate penalty 
for Count III is $5,000. 

G. Penalty for the Disposal Violation 

As previously discussed, Group 8 is liable for its actions 
resulting in the improper disposal of PCBs, a violation of 40. 
C~F.R. S 761.60. Therefore, a civil penalty shall be assessed 
under section 16(a) of TSCA. 

Complainant proposes assessing the maximum penalty allowable 
under that section, $25,000, for this violation. However, as 
with the penalties proposed for the other counts, EPA does . not 
provide an adequat.e factual basis for this penalty. As noted in 
the discussion above, EPA did not provide evidentiary support for 
the circumstances .of this violation. Nor did it support its 
policy of assessing the highest circumstance level for all 
disposal violations except surface leaks. Particularly with 
regard to the disposal violation, EPA has not met its burden of 
demonstrating that the proposed penalty is appropriate, as 
required by 40 C.F.R. S 22.24 ("The complainant has the burden of 
going forward with and .of proving ... that the proposed penalty 
... is appropriate"). 

As with the other counts, the Complainant applied the PCB 
penalty guidelines by rote as if they were an agency rule. And, 
as previously explained, no evidentiary support was provided to 
support those policy guidelines. 

In light of all the circumstances present here, the maximum 
penalty permissible under TSCA is overly punitive. The proper 
role of penalties should be to act as a deterrent and not to 
punish for the sake of punishment. In re Pacific Refining 
Company, EPCRA Appeal No. 94~1 (Final Decision, December 6, 1994, 
Judge McCallum, dissenting) slip op. at 21. Here, EPA's 
proposed maximum penalty does not reflect the culpability of 
Group 8 and the unusual, unique and, indeed, confusing events 
surrounding the violation as revealed in t~e record. 

For example, a law firm representing Wausau arranged for 
Marine Pollution Control to dispose of the three transformers 
known to exist at the site in September 1987, although Schrott 
authorized such disposal. CTE Nos. 2 & 3. There is evid~nce 
that Sclafani turned to Wausau rather than Group 8 for decision
making with regard to the transformers. CTE Nos. 6; Affidavit of 
Alan Sclafani !:!: s, 6, 7, a, 11, 12. Aidenbaum met with 
Sclafani and K&D on February a, 19a9 and April 5, 19a9. Schrott 
testified that he was not invited to those meetings, that he did 
not know what K&D was hired to do, and that Aidenbaum asked him 
"to stay out of it." CTE No. 1, Tr. 176-177. By virtue of such 
statements made by its adjuster, Aidenbaum, a climate was created 
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whereby Schrott may have assumed, albeit mistakenly so, that 
Wausau was responsible for handling and disposing of the 
transformers at the site. 

Correspondence to Schrott from Sclafani and K&D referred to 
testing of hazardous materials by K&D prior to removal. WTE Nos. 
15, 18. Aidenbaum reported to the EPA that K&D was an 
acceptable contractor by the DNR, ·and that samples were being 
taken by K&D. CTE No. 19. Under these circumstances there was 
little to suggest to Group 8 that K&D qualifications were suspect 

-and should be investigated. 

Moreover, K&D was merely the-subcontractor of Sclafani, so 
Group 8 was two steps removed from the actual improper disposal 
of PCBs. Group 8 lacked sophistication with respect to PCBs and 
their handling and disposal. Transformers were not a part of its 
business. The transformers were left· on the property by a former 
owner who was supposed to have them removed, according to a 
written agreement. In these circumstances, Group 8's knowledge 
of or control over the possibility that oil from a PCB 
transformer would be disposed of improperly was less likely. 

Considering the evidence in the record relevant ~o the 
factors listed in Section 16(a) of TSCA to determine. the amount 
of civil penalty, an appropriate penalty for the disposal 
violation is $12,500. 

V. I~ IS ORDERED that: 

1. A civil penalty in the amount of $58,000 be assessed against 
Respondent, Group 8 Technology, Inc .. 

2. Payment of the full amount of the civil penalty assessed 
shall be ·made within sixty (60) days of the service date of 
th~ final order by submitting a certified check or cashier's 
check payable to Treasurer, United States of America,· and 
mailed to: 

EPA - Region V 
.(Regional Hearing Clerk) 
77 West Jackson Boulevard 
Chicago, IL 60604-3590 

3. A transmittal letter identifying the subject case and the 
EPA docket number, plus Respondent's name and address must 

·accompany the check. 

4. Failure upon part of Respondent to pay the penalty within 
the prescribed statutory time frame after entry of the final 
order may result in the assessment of interest on the civil 
penalties. 31 U.S.C. § 3717; 40 C.F.R. § 102.13(b)(c)(e). 
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s. Pursuant to 40 C.F.R. 5 22.27(c) this initial decision shall 
become the final order of the Environmental Appeals Board 
within forty-five (45) days after its service upon the 
parties and without further proceedings unless (1) an appeal 
to the Environmental Appeals Board is taken from it by a 
party to this proceeding or (2) the Environmental Appeals 
Board elects, sua sponte, to review this initial decision. 

Dated: September 29, 1995 
Washington, o.c. 

Ch' Law Judge 
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PCB PENALTY POUCY 

~J"RODUCTJON 

Bacqroaad · 

In 1980, the EtMronmentaJ Protection Agency (EPA) issued interim guidance for the 
determination oC penalti~ .for violations of the Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB) rules. That 
interim · policy was published in the Federal Register on September 10, 1980, with a statement 
that the At,ency would review its cxpcrienc:e with the polic:y before issuing a final penalty pllicy. 

Since developing the- 1980 interim guidance, numerous PCB regulations have been 
promulgated, includina but not limited to teiUlations for usc in closed and controlled wute 
manufacturing proc:c:sses.·va_rious usc authorizations. incidental generation, regulations tn addraa 
fires involvin& PCB electrical equipment, and the notification and maniCestina of PCB waste 
activities. Amendments. in~rpretations and revisions to the interim JUidance hr~e also been 
developed. This teVised penalty po&y is intended to incorporate the enforcement-related 
provisio~ of aD PCB rules and polky ·revisions to date. includina ~ Notification and 
Manilestina Rule. and aU future applicable rule~. 

The purpose of this . PCB Penalty Policy 1s to ensure that penalties for violations of the 
vario~ PCB regulations arc fair. uni!orm. and consistent, and that persons will be deterred from 
committina PCB violations. This policy is immediately applicable and wiD be used to calculate 

. penalties in aU 1dministratne 8CWos an rmma PCBI issued after the date Qf this policy. 
regardless of the date ol &he 'liolatioa. -

'Ibis poliq implements 1 system f'Qr detaminin& penalties in 1dmlnistratiYe civil actions 
broupt punuant t.o Sccdoa 16 ollhc To:D: S~bstanc:c:s Control N;t (TSCA). Penalties are 

·· determined iD tv.o Slap (1) determination ol a •pvity based penalty" (OBP). and (2) 
idjustmcnts 10 tbe pvity based paWl)'. · 

To detei'IDinl: tbe pwity baed penalty. the Collowin& factors afl'ectinaa violation's aravfty 
are considered: 

--
o the •extent• oC potential or actual environmental harm from 1 &iYen violation. and 

0 
• 
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These factors are incorpOrated in a matrix which allOws determination a! the appropriate 
proposed OBP. · 

Once the GBP has been determined. upward or downward adjustments to the proposed 
penalty amount may be made in consideration of these other factors, either before issuance or 
a civil administrative complaint, or durin& settlement negotiations: 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

culpability, 
. history or such violatio~ 
ability to pay, 
ability to continue in business. and 

• 

other matters as justice may require. 
expenditures. 

such as environmentally beneficial 

TSCA is a strict liability statute. and there iS no requirement that a violator's conduct be 
willful or knowing for it to be found in violation of TSCA or its implementing regulations. The 
cmtence of· a violation is to be determined without consideration of the particular culpability 
of a violator; this factor is to be considered only as an adjustment to the GBP. The initial GBP 

· may increase, decrease, ot remain the same when considerin& the violator's culpability as an 
adjustment to the proposed penalty. -

PeaaiUes . . 
The PCB regulations include a ban on the manufacture, processing. and distn"bution in 

commerce of ~CBs. as weU as requirements for proper use. storaae, disposal, recordkeeping. and 
marldnJ. · EPA bas seven! enforcement options available for dealin& with PCB .Rule violations. 
For minor violations. EPA's Regional offices will hr.oe the discretion to issue a Notice of 
Noncompliance. In many ·cases. EPA will issue civil adminis~tiYe complaints, usin& this policy 
to calculate the appropriate ciYil penalty. In addition, Section 17 (a) of TSCA. 15 U.S.C Sec. 
2616(a), authorizes Federal disuia courts to issue injunc:tiYc relief to restrain violations ofTSCA 
or the PCB rules. F"maUy, in some instances. 'EPA may seck criminal sanctions, in accordance 

. with Section 16(b) of 'I'SCA, ~ U.S.C. Sec. 2615(b), for knawin& or wiJlfUJ violations of TSCA 
or the PCB ruJa. 

EXPLANATION OF DIE PQUey 

Chemical Coatrol Nann of die Repladou 

"I?w= PCB re~tJiations reduce the chance that additiOnal PCBs will enter the environment, 
and limit the harm to health and the environment when entry does occur.· Therefore, these 

· reaulations are chcmkal control rqulations. as defined by tbc TSCA CMI Pe~alty P~ .lbe 
dermitions or the •extent·· and •circumstances• ' •tea(. riel l)eJaw rdJect the chemical caatral 
nature of these violations. · 

·-.. 
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Exteat 

The ,reater the ·quantity of PCBs then: is in . a violation. the greater the degree and 
likelihood of harm fro!D the conduct or activity violating the PCB rules. Therefore. the amount 
of PCB involved in a specific violation will determine whether the Major, Significant. or Minor 
extent category is used in ~ing a penalty based on the GBP Matrix. Since the concentration 

· , of the PCBs involved in a violation will also affect the potential for harm. this factor must also 
be considered in determining which extent category is applicable. 

L AmoaJat of Material lavolvecl 

For the purpose of this policy, violations o{ the PCB rules faD into two broad categories: 
non-disposal violations and disposal violations. Non-disposal violations include. but are not 
llinited to, unauthorized use, failure to mark the access to PCB Transformers, failure to keep 
records. failure to provide adequate curbing at PCB storage areas. manut'acturing PCBs without 
an exemption. and similar actions where the violator pos.st'3SCS PCBs that have not escaped into 
the environment. Disposal violations occur when PCBs are disposed o{ in -a manner not 
permitted by the PCB regulations. Examples of such violations include, but arc not limited to, 
the · immediate release of PCBs from leaks or spills, or delaYed release, such as. when non
leaking PCB Equipment is improperly disposed of in a non-TSCA landfin. Because the degree 
of harm or potential harm is generally difl'erent for disposal and non-disposal violations. separate 
categories. of extent are assigned. as described below • 

. . 

L Exteat for Noa-Dlsposal Vlolatlou 

The regulations pertainina to aon~isposal requirements such a use, storaae, and 
manifestin& of PCBs and PCB Items, reduce the potential for harm, help the Agency determine 
·compliance. and tract the m~ent of PCBs from usc to dispoul. For example, a major use 
of PCBs is in electrical transformers. 1be conditions Cor usina transformers, su.cb as inspection, 
keepins records or inspection. martina. and notification oC fire response personnel and adjacent 
buildin& owners, reduce the h'kelihood of improper disposal, minimize the potential harm from 

.. fir~ and help the A&erx:y determine a user's compliance. SimDarly, the conditions for storin& 
PCB liquids, PCB Articles such a transronnen and capacitors; and PCB<ontaminated soil, 
concrete, and debril beJp the Aaency determine compliance and reduce the likelihood that PCB 
will escape into the amronment. Compliance with the ootification and maniCestina requirements 
aJso ~ these cadi. . . 

ne only acceptable allemati't'e to compliance .tth the non4'1Sp0U1 requirements of the 
PCB rules •. lawful dispoSaL kcorcfinlly •• fair penaliz ror violatina the DOn-disposal 
requirements can be based on the cost oC proper dGpoul.Gf PCB& or PCB Items. This should 

_ provide adequate incentive to comply with the non~pcul requirements. 

In cases inVoMnJ non-disposal yiolations. the A&enq· will t:aJC:u•ate the penalty usiol 
·-~~-... 

6 or iC unavailable. other units of measure that most ckY..ely fit the penalty scheme. For 
example, il PCB liquid is imported oc man~Cactured, ~ penalty will be based on the weight of 
liqu~d.. . It PCBs unlawfuOy appear in a product. the penalty will be based on the <Neight of the 
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product, as adjusted rm- concentration. U weiJht is unavailable, other units may be used. such 
~ the quantity of 55-pllon drums that the total production or the product wOuld fill . 

. . 

The £o0owin1 table identifies the quantities of PCBs that derme the Minor, Sisnificant. 
and Major extent cateaorics. .The Aaency bas set tbe uppc:r limit or the Minor extent cateaory 
at 1.200 kiloarams (2:20 aaDons) or PCB liquid, beca~ it is approximately the amount contained 
in the averaae transformer. It should be noted that the primary unit or measure is wei&ht. 
adjusted Cor concentration. Alternate measures include &allons Cor liquid, and 55-aallon drums 
Cor solids. · · · 

• 

Mlaor Exteat, Noa-Disposal VlolaUou 

llni1 Amount Less Than 

kilo ;rams 1,200 

gallons 220 

Large Capacitors 50 

55-gallon dru~ (solids) ~ 

Drained Transformers ' 

Slplftcaat Esteat, Noa-Disposal VlolaUou 

. 1lDil 

tilop'aml 

plbw 

Larae· Capacitari 

55-&aDon drums (solids) 

Drained TransCormcra 
, , 

Amount 

1,200 to 6,000 

-

220 to 1,100 

50 to 250 

1S to 75 

'to 25 
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Major Extea~ Noa·Dlsposal Vlolatfou 

lllli1 Amount More Than 

kilograms 6,000 

aalloas 1,100 

Large Capacitors 2SO 

55-gallon drums (solids) .15 

Drained Transformers 2.S 

b. Extnt tor Dl$posal VlolatJou 

Improper disposaJ,of PCB generally presents a greater risk of harm to human health and 
the environment than non-disposal violations. Also, it is · usually more expensive on a per-gallon 
basis to clean an area contaminated by PCB, and to dispose of the contam.inat~ materials, than 
it is to incinerate the liquid alone. .Penalties for such disposal viOlations are based on the 
approximate cost of cleanup and disposal of the materials contaminated by PCB. 

Fqr example, Cresh spills onto non-porous surfaces such as metal or tile can often be 
decontaminated by rinsing and washing. The cost oC such decontamination, including the need 
to take wipe samples for verification, is the basis oC the Minor disposal category for non-porous 
surfaces. Spills onto porous surfaces. such as concrete, often result in contamination to some 

. depth, depending on many (actors such as porosity. the _ rate ol. spillage, and the type of PCB 
liquid. For the purpose oC determinina enent. the A&ency armed at i disposal cost estimate 
based on a nominal depth or cont.a.miriation or one-d&hth inch of concrete, concrete bein& the 
most common porous surface inwlYed. The cost oC. remcMna the concrete, taking wipe samples 
Cor verification, disposin& of the c:cntaminated material, and enc:apsulatin& the area is the basis 
oC the Minor extent cate&Qry Cor porous surfacea. · 

For soil. the Ajf:tK:y bases its cast estimate on a spill onto relatively level ground with 
a nominal depth ol remoYal of 10 inches to obtain sufficient decontamination. This should cover 
spills on a ranae ~soils Crom clays to sands. The square Coota&e assiJned for spills onto soil 
reflects the apprcdmace cost ot removal and c!ispcal. 

Where the contaminatioa is measured in cubic rca. the extent quantity is based on the 
ccst or incineratinJ contaminated so&l and cOc-.c:t~ 1be Aaency has used available data and 
experience sugestina lhat a jallon ol PCB licluid could contaminate about 2 drums of soil or 
concrete, which ~ a known avetaF eo&t oC disposaL While ldual costs may in some cases · 
1le less, particularly i! the material is less ~ense than 10il or il suitable Cor landmlina.. the ~ 
assumed in this policy are ~~ applicable and lhouJd provide adequate ineef·tiYe or 
compliance._ · · 
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· · There are. Qf eaurse, possible disposal violaw;ns that do not corTela&e c:xactly to. the 
quantities listed below, such IS landfillin& or surface disposal of PCB Large Capacitors or PCB 
Transformen. ID such· cases. it 11 presumed that improper disposal will ultimately result in 
leakage and eftVironmentaJ contamination. In the: event that equipment containin& PCB& is 
improperly disposed, fhe vior.tor should be penalized on the basis or the amount ·or PCB 
contained in the equipment. regardless of whether the: PCB was' leakin& at the time of disco\oery. 
Penalties for improper disposal o£ drained PCB Transformers can be reasonably assessed usin& 
the approximate cubic footage oC the transformer. Penalties for improper abandonment of PCB
contaminated pipeline could be assessed by c:alculatina the square footage or the interior surface. · 
This should provide adequate incentM:. to comply with. the disposal n:quir~ts for PCB and 
· PCEk:ontainina equipment and materials. · · 

. It should be noted that when known. the source kilograms or gallons will be used to 
determine the extent for disposal ~olations. Square and cubic footage, which are based on 
aaUons as described in the pfc:cedina paragrap~ are to be used when the k:ilograms or JaUons 
are unknown. · · 

• 

Mlaor Exteat, Disposal Vloladou 

Am9unt I ess Than 

625 (non-porous surface) 
60 (soil) 
20 (porous swface) 

60 (aD materials) 

Slplllcaat Exteat, Disposal Vloladou 

cu. ft. ' · 

625 to 3.1~ (non-porous surface) 
-60 to 300 (soil) 
20 to 100 (porous surface) 

60 to · 300 (aD material~) It'!=~'".· 

• 

I . 
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Major Exteat. Disposal VlolaUo•s 
.. 

. llni1 

lalograms 

&allons 

sq. ft. 

cu. ft. 

Amount More Than 

3,125 (non-porous surface) 
300 (soil) 
100 (porous surface) 

300 (aU materials) 
~----' 

! 
For . both disposal and non-disposal violations. the A&ency has structured the extent 

portion or the penalty policy to approximate the costs or disposal and. cleanup and to remave any 
economic incentives to violate the rules. The violator will not only pay a penalty Cor violationS. 

\ the violator will ~also pay any additional costs necessary to come into. compliance. \ . 

tbe Agency notes that the ·cost-based e:nent figures Cor dispOsal and non-<fisposal 
violations exclude some costs such as transpQrtin& response personnel and contaminated 
matCrials,. and do not account Cor potential variations in spm seenarios that . cause greater or 
lesser actual costs or cleanup. Also, actual costs may increase or decrease dUrin& ,the time this 
policy iS in effect. . However. the objectiYe or the policy is not ~ estimate actual costs Cor a 
specific~· but to prmide a sul:riCient and reasonable basis Cor calculating penalties that will 

\ encourage compliance with the PCB rules. The Agency believes that the quantities selected for 
"- each exte~t category accomplish this objectiYe. · ·- - . 

~ Coavertfa& Vol•me to We.lpt 

For convertin& volume to wei&ht. the A&ent:'f assumes the avera&e density or PCB liquid 
to be approximately 12 lbs. per aaDon. U the actual density ~r the Ouid iavolvcd in a violation 

. is known, thea tbe ldual density should be usec1 · 

3. EzcepCiou to Ezteat Cateao11 

SpmS into Water. ·spills into water create a auhstantial rist or human e:iposute, either 
directly from the water, or throuJh the food chain. Aka, since it is vinuaDy impossible to 
remoYe aU PCBs Crom surface or cround water once: a spill ocCun. environmental harm is 
assured. Therefore, where any improper disposal resultS ilr the contamination ol surface or 
&fOund water, or any c:Onduits Jeadin& to same. s~ as drains. dit~ and weDs. .the extent wiD 
always be considered Major, reaardles.s or the amo~t and concentration. 

, ' 
~~.::., ... ·: 

·. 
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Spills into F~ and feed. Spills into food and feed. if not quickly detected. will result 
in human exposure. Even if the problem is detected bclore humans (or ~~als) cat ·\he 
contaminated food, it is likely that the cost of findin& and dc:stroyin& the contaminated products 
will be high. Where any improper disposal results in the contamination of food or feed. such 
as spills onto vegetable gardens, pastures, or food s~rage areas, the extent is always Major • 

._ CoaceatratJoa AdJ•stmeats 

'Ibe Agency recognizes that the concentration of PCBs is relevant to the pc)tentiai or 
actual harm Crom violating the PCB regulations. Obviously, 1 spill of hiah concentration PCBs 
puts more contaminants into the environment than 1 spill of low concentration PCBs. 
Nonetheless, because PCBs can be toxic at very low concentrations, 1 spill of 1 lar&e amount of 
loW concentration PCB.materiaJ could cause wideSpread harm. Thus, 1 system that would reduce 
the total weight or PCB material involved . in a spill in direct proponion to the concentration of 
that material would severely undermine the regulatory scheme. and result in penalties that may 
not reflect the harm or· deter improper disposal. 

To determine the extent of probable damage for a particular violation, thC total amount 
of PCB material involved in an incident should be reduced by the followina percentages. 

Concentration Cpom) 

1) 0. 49 
2) 50. 499 
3) 500 or above 

Reduction of Amount <2i) · 

50 
30 
Noae 

5. . EscepUou to Coaceatratloa AdJastmeat Calcalatloa 

The concentration adjustment factors ~. not used ill the followina circumstances: 

Pispersed Use. 1bc: use oC waste oil that contains detectable concentrations of PCBs for beat 
·recovery iD non<enf'ormin& boiJcts, or • a sealant, coatina. or dust control agent; which is 
prohibited by «J c.F.R. Secdoa 761.20(d). is one iituation where the concentra_tion reduction 
would not apply. 1be Aa=t:l cbose to prohibit these uses whenever anx detectable 1eYel of 
PCBs are prcsem because any such use of PCB& is likely to result in widespread e~Mronmental 
and health clamaae- nus. aiJowina any reduction oC the IIDOUDl o{ PC8I used by virtue of'low 
concentratiOn 9IIOUJd be contrary to tbe reptory scheme. · 

- '· 
' 

· Failure to Test. The concentntion redudioo does not apply where the violation Is the failure 
c.o test liquid when required, such a the Contents oC a . beat trans!er system that bu contained 
PCBs (40 C.F.R. Section 7ft1.30(1Xl)) ~such c.ases, the risk il that the Ouid may_~n.tain • 
hi&h concentration oC PC! anc thai this material will continue tO be used. 1'biie persaal 
should not obtain a fortuitous benefit when the liquid il finally tested and round c.o be ol some 
lower concentration. . 
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-AJlemative MeasUre Cor Solids. 1be concentration adjustment shall· ~t be ~ when the PCB 
material is measured by 1 measure Cot soUds other than -=igtn. "'llese alternative measures. 
which include square footaae. cubic footaae. capacitors. drums, or drained transformers, were 
cho5cn to c:s~blish economic inccntiva Cor proper disposaL The cost of disposal of such 
materials is not d~pendeul on their c:Oncentration of PCBs. Acccrdinaty, to allow adjustments 
for lower concentration · miJht remove the economic incentives to dispose of thesC materiais 
property. 

Ofiution. . The concentration adjustment does not apply where the PCBs ba\'e been diluted iD 
violation or the PCB rules. 

~mstaaces · 

'Tbe other varia~Je Cor determinina 1 penalty from the GBP Matrix is the circums~ 
of the viOlation. wbic:b reflects its probability of causina harm to human health or the 
environmenL The c:irc:uQ:2Stances are ranked hi&h. medium. and low. Each of these ranp in 
tum has two different leVels. for a total of sis levels of circumstance, a shown ·on the GBP 
Matrix below. All violations o{ the PCB reaulations Call into one of the circumstance catcaorics 
identified in this poW:y. 

GRA VI1Y BASED PENALlY MATRIX 

Circumstances &tent of Potential Damaae 
(probability of damaaes) 

A· Major B-Siplificant C-Minor 
Hl&ll Raap 
J;.e\'d 1 $2!,000 S17,000 s 5,000 
l.eo.'d 2 20,000 13,000 3,000 
Medl•• Raaae 
Lc:Yel 3 15,000. 10,000 1JOO 
l.A:Yc1 4 10,000 6.900 1,000 

Low Ra•• 
LcYe15 . 5,000 3,000 500 
LcYel' 2.000 uoo 200 

- . . 

1be difi'erent types ot PCB violations within. eacJr oC the circumstanCeS (or de~ of 
p~bability oC clamaacs) on· the GBP Maw are discussed below. Note that the 1djCCUWS 
•major, significant. and minoc" a used h ~ ':ircurnstanc:.c leYcls are DOC related to thole tenDS 
ift the OBP MatriL . ' _. . . 
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Level one: 

1) Major disposal This includes 'any significant uncontroUed discharae or PCBs. such as any 
leakage or spills from a storage .container or PCB Item. failure to contain contaminated 
water from a fire-related incident. or any other disposal of PCBs or PCB Items in a 
manner that is not authorized by the PCB regulations. includirig unauthorized export. 

. Failure to comply with the conditions of a TSCA approval for PCB disposal or altematM: 
treatment. other than recordkeeping. also constitutes a level 1 violation. 

2) Manufacturing PCBs without an exemption or in violation of any condition oC an· 
exemption. including unauthorized import. 

3) Unauthorized incidental generation of PCBs. 

4j Major manifesting. Failure to notify EPA; for commercial store~ submitting false 
information upon application or openting without an approval or in violation of approval 
conditions; and fa.lure to mani!=t . or major manifesting errors. 

RefUsal to permit enuy of an EPA inspector, in violation of TSCA Section t,;. The 
proposed penalty will be Major, level 1 when the Agency has reason to belie\<e that 
PCBs existed at the time of refusal and that PCB violations could h~ disappeared 
between the time of refusal and inspection. A level 1, Significant or Minor extent may 
be appropriate if mitigating information is subsequently provided showing that the amount 
of PCBs present at the time of refusal warrants · the reduction of cxtenL ·The penalty for · 
refusal will only be applied when the statutory requirements of Section 11 of TSC.A. 15 
U .S.C. Section 2610 have been met, which are: · 

• ) prexntation or prOper credentials; 
b) written notice to owner, operator, or agent in charge showing scope of inspection; 
c) inspection attempted to be commenced and completed with reasonable promptness; 
d) inspectioa attempted to be conducted at reasonable times (dayli&ht · businc:sa 

bours),. with reasonable limits, and in a reasonable manner • 

. Level two: 

· 1) · Proc:essia& PCBI without an c:zemption or in violation of any conditioa ol an exemption. 

2) Distn}ution in commerce of PCBs without an c:xcz11ption or in violation of any condition 
or an c:xcmptioa. 

l) Major use. Unauthorized use of PCBs or \ ~.i~g ·'CBs in violation of any pdi~ of 
authorization. EXamples ~ such violations Lacluc...:, . but are not limited. to: 

L Failure to repter PCB Transformen with the local 'fire jurisdiction or the buildinl 
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ownet1 Within the required time. 

b. Storap: of combustible oraanic solvents or other combusu"ble liquids. in or near 
the transformer area. 

c. Failure to report a fire-related incident. 

d. Failure to inspect PCB Transformers or to keep records or such inspections. 

Major marking. A major markina violation is a situation where there is no indication to 
someone unfaauliar with PCBs· that PCBs are present. such u failure to label the · aa:.css 
to a PCB Transformer or failure to label the transformer. 

Major storaae. A major storage violation means a ·situation where a significant porti9n 
of spilled material would not be contained in the event or an ac.cident, or where PCBs 
could be exposed to precipitation or overland tlow or water. Eumples oC such situations 
are storage in areas with: no roof; no curbinc, curbin& that is pemous to PCBs. or 
curbin& that does not meet the YOlume or heiaJlt requirements; non-continuous or no 
Ooorins. unsealed Ooor drains; or tloorina that is pervious to PCB&. 

Medlam Raap 

1) Major recordkeeping. No ~rds. or m~jor recordkcepinJ violations, at disposal facilities, 
includina incinerators. hiJh efficiency or industrial boilers, landfills and other approved . 
alternate disposal facilities. No records. or major i-ecordkcepinJ violations, by transporters 
or commercial starers. Major recordkeepinJ violations would include failure to keep 

2) 

3) 

· records or substantial discrepancies iD records on disposal prccesa operatinJ parameters, 
landfill dbposal lOcations. or. disposal quantities or dates, or incomplete rcaltds on~ 
receipt, in\'entory, or clispolitioa oC wute by commercial atoren. 

Minor dispcal. An aample of 1 minor dispOsal violatioa il ·• leak in wlUc:h a PCB 
Ankle bas PCBI oo any portiOn or its atemal surface, but the PCBa did not nm off the 
surface. 

'Ibis indwb failure co prepare or submit an annual report or 

Level Cour: -·-
1) Minor use violations. These include the folJowia&: 

L Ft-Dure co proYidc complett transformer rqistrat .lf1. I " the fire clcpartmcnt or 
adjacent . buildin& owners are aware. oC lbe translcxmer locations. · · · 
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b. Failure ro remO\'e combustible materials other than oraanic ~lvents or otiler 
combustible liquids. · 

c. Failure ·to conduct aU required visual inspections. but where a significant 
percentage was conducted. 

d. · Incomplete records of · PCB Transformer iilspections ~ as omittina the 
inspector's name. or omittina the specific location or ~ leak on the transCormer. 

2) Minor storaae. Examples or these violations are smaD cracks in an otherwise impemolls 
tloor or curbina. and failure to conduct aU required visual inspections. ·but where a · 
sisnificailr percentage was eonducted. Storaae of PCBs in excess or 1 year. including 
failure to date PCB Items placed in storage. 

3) Significant recordkcepinJ. No records. or major recordkcepina violations. by penons who 
manufacture. process, or use PCBs. except commercial starers. transporters. and disposers. 
Major recordkeepina.violations would include the absence or data on PCB Transformers. 
or the absence of records on any transfer of PCBs from the site. 

1) Minor markina violations. 1be$e are situations in which some requirements of the rule 
• have not been.· followed. but there is sufficient indication that PCBs are present and the 

PCB Items can. be identified. 

l.eYe1 sa: 

1) Minor recordkcepina and maniCcstinJ. Examples of such violations · are the occasional 
omission oC minor data due to cJetM;aJ error, or partially missin& records where tM penon 
responsible can substantiate tbe correct records upon request. 

2) Failure to label small capldton, fluorescent light baDasts, or 1atJe low YOitaae capacitors 
witb I..., PCBI•JabeJ. required by«) c.F.R. Scctioa 76L..a(J). 

. ' 

PENAL 1Y ASSESSMENT FOR MULnPLE VIOUDONS 

-Whea to Assess M•ldple Vloladou -
. A penalty shaD be assessed Cor~ violation of~ f!JUiations, and Cor~ sr~tc 
location where violatiotv occur. A violation of the reaulauons. defined IS no :<Or pliante wtth 
any requirement o£ «» C.F.R. Pan 761, reaardless of cateaory or aubpan. A. separa~ location 
is .IDY uea ·where ~ violation presents a distinct risk to human health and the cnwo~L -
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In :.hon. penalties wilrbe MSCSScd as follows: 

o One count for each violation of the regulations. re1ardlc:ss oC categories.. For example, 
if a PCB· T~Cormer it not marked. and the means of accc:ss is not mark~ then there 
arc twO violatiQns and two counts. 

o One count for each· location that prcsenrs a separate and distinct risk. PCBs are in 
separate locations when they are·in separate buildings or ·separate rooms. In larae rooms, 
or ~utsidc, they are separate when they are at least 100 feet from any other PCBs. The 
EPA inspector shall determine whether 1 particular location is separate based on the 
above, and may consider other factors relevant to the risk associated with the violation 
and location. 

Umfts oa Maltlple VlolatloQ.S 

Some acts of compliance_are completely dependent on other acts, such as kcepin1 realrds 
of transformer inspections. ' Thus, ·the la~k of inspections will normally result in the lack of 
records o( inspection. In such cases, only one violation should be charged, namely, faDurc to 
m~ . 

Other acts of compUana: · afi'ect a number of separate lcx:ations ·within 1 facility. For 
example, it takes a sin&le act of compUance to rcpter PCB Transfonners with the fire 
department or· adjacent · buildinJ owners. re&ardlcs.s of the number of transformer locations. 
Thus, failUre to repter with the fire department is 1 sinJle YiolatiYe act pet facility, a il the 
failure to repter with an adjacent buildinl owner. 

Funher, the Agency has determined that limiu are appropriate fC?t a.sessing penalties for 
violations of some periodic requirements, 11 follows: 

o A separate count lhaD be charpd ror each quartedy inspectioa or record of inspection 
missed, with the limitatioa of asscssin& up to -4 missed inspections or $250,000, whichever 
is lea. • 

. -o A separate count shaD be charaed for each annual document or annual inspection mived 
durin&. tbe prior 3 ~ and one count for aU documents or inspections missed from 
yean • IDd bqoad. 

ASSESSING PENAL'JIES FOR CONTINUING OR .REPEAT VJOLmONS 

· Under Section 16 of TSCA. the A&enct hal the dilcri'tloa co asses& cMI penalties up to 
$2.5,000 per violatioa. with each clay that 1 violalioa .continues constitutina a separate violation. 
Assessment of such per-day pcnaltic::l is resen"Cd Cor repeated ·acta, or IdS that prescllt 
considerable rist or harm. sUch a wf ere s.lmeone improperly dispo&e& of· PCBs a, man thar 
one occasion, or when someone UJeplly imports PCBs on separate occaions; Each day ot such , 
violations is sianificant and ~ts ·a separate peilalty. · 
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On the other band. under the per-day principle, someone who stores an intact. 240-
. gallon PCB Transformer impropCrly for 30 days could be: Uable for $390,000, an excessive penalty 

in the absence o( ·aggravating factor'$ such u a history of Yiolations or a risky stora1e 
environmenL In such a case, the Agency would usually not assess penalties for each day of 
violation. 

The Agency calculates penalties ror continuing and repeat violations two different ways, 
either by combining the total quantity of PCBs involYed during the period of the violation, or 
by multiplying the GBP by the num~r of days . the violation occurred. To calculate the penalty 
using the former method. the Agency has ·developed the •proponional penalty calculation,• 
whereby the penalty is proponional to the amount oC material involved multiplied by the duration 
of the Yiolation. subject to· the limitation of $25.000 per day per violation. This method is usually 
reserved for continuing violations. and is explained in detail in appendix a Using the latter 
method. the penalties are often larger than .when proponional penalties are used. The Ageni:y 
reserves the discretion to assess penalties using the latter method for repeated acts of violation, 
or when the circumstances, taking into consideration the seriousness of the violation or the 
severity of potential or adual euvironmental harm. warrant such penalties. 

When the proponional penalty calculation yields more than $25,000 per day for my oac 
.violation, the penalty should be $25,000 per day ror that violation, the maxiinum allowed by 
statute. The proponional penalty should be used in· the same way as any other penalty derived 
from the -GBP Matrix, i.e., the per-day penalty should be entered on line 1 of the TSCA Civil 
Penalty Assessment Worksheet (see appendix C). Regions should use the proportional penalty 
calculation u opposed to one day assessments ror those violations where it can be documented 
that violations Ire continuing. such as failure to clean up after improper disposal of PCB. For 
violations that have not been corrected by the time or reinspection, EPA may either use the 
proponional penalty cak:ulatioa· or asses~ penalties on 1 per-day bisis.. Note that the 
proponional penalty method does not always result in smaUer penalties than the per-day method. 
For large amounts of PCBs, it may be higher than a straiJbt per~ multiplication of the OBP. 

ADJUSTING DIE GRAYJIY BASEQ PENALTY 

The GBP rdJects the seriousness oC the violatjon's threat to health and ·the enviionmcat. 
TSCA also rcqu.ira the AjetJI:I to consider certain other factors in usessin& the violator'a 

· conduct. TbciC II'C culpability, history OC lim.ilar violations, and ability to pay and to continue 
in busiilesa. ID lddmon, tbe Al:.t aulhoriz.es the A&erq to use discretioa in cnnsiderin& •other 
factors u justice may requite.• Under this last authorization. additional (acton arc considered 
and balanced: attitude; voluntary discfolure; the CQit ot_t!» violation to .the aovemment; tbe 
economic benefits received by the violator d\le to his non<empliana:; aud the enviroo.mcDtally 
benefiCial measures that a violator may perform in exchanae for 1 reduction in penalty (see 
Settlement with Conditions). Tbc:se C~toJS are considered u follows. ~ . . -
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-CalpabWty 

lbe two principal criteria for assessing culpa~ilicy ue (a) the violator's knowledge o£ the 
particular requirement. and (b) .the desree or the violator's control over the violative condition. 

(a) The v;olator's knowtedee- The lact.oCknowledge o( 1 particular requirement does· 
~t necessarily reduce . culpability, since the Agency bas DO intention oC encouragina i&norance 
oC the PCB rules. The test will be whether the violator knew or should have · known or the 
relevant requirement or the possible danaers or- his actions. h a aeneral matter, any electric: 
utility, and any almpany with PCBs, is deemed to hrJe knowledae oC aU aspects o£ TSCA and 
the PCB reaulations. Furthermore, I reduction in the penalty based on lack or knowledge can 
only occur when a reasonably prudent and responsible penon would not have 1Q1own that the 
conduct was dangerous or in violation of TSCA or the PCB recuJations. 

(b) Dea-ee of alntrol OYer the v;olation. The ·Aiency expects PCBs to be lWldled 
. . prudently and that ·aU reasonable measures will be taken to ensure almpUancc with the 

regulations. The Agency also c:xpec:ts that, when violations are discovered. the penoas 
responsible for the ·facility or location will immediately take aU neces.sary steps to alme into 
compliance. NCYertheless. there may be situations where the violator is lcs.1 than fully 
responsible for the violation's occurrence. For e:ample, another penon or almpany may brJe 
bad some role in creating the violative condition and must therefore share the responsibility. 
Similarly, 1 discharge or PCBs into the environment can occur accidentally, CYCn though the 
violator took prudent measures to .wid it. Such situations might warrant a reduction of 
penalties. 

Three lcYcls . of culpability haYe been assiiJlCd for c:alc:ulatin& penalties, a follows: 

Hlstoi'J of. Prior Vloladou 

Tbe violadoa was willfuL ·Adjust the OBP upward by l5 percent. 

The violator bad (or should have had) knowledae gr c:ontrd. No 
adjustment to OBP. 

1be 'Violator lacked sulficlent k:nowledae of the potential hazard 
created by his or anotha-'a conduct, aad also lacked control OYer 

the lituatioa 10 pracnc occurrence of the violation. 1be violator's 
conduct wa reasonably prudent and responsible. Adjust the OBP 
cSownward by 25 perceat. . 

--
The OBP Matrix il desianed co apply 10 fint offenders. Wbetc a viola~ has 

demonstrated a history of •prior such• violations a stated in TSCA. &he penalty will be adjusted . 
upward to increase his motivation 10 comply. Also. repeat Yiol.tcors are penaliz.ed more severely 
because additional enforcet,nent resources are spent on the same violator. · 
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The A&encys policy is to consider only prior violations oC .TSCA or its "des, even though 
a violator could haYc a history of violations or other EPA statute$, or remedial Statutes in general 
(e.g.. OSHA. CPSC). Congress did not expressly state that it wanted the Aaency to go bqond 
TSCA Section 15 prohibited acts in determining violation history. 

The CoUowing considerations apply when evafuatin1 a history of •prior such• violations: 

(a)" In order to constitute a prior violation. the prior violation must baYe resulted in: 
a !iDJ1 2Dk!, either a a result oC an uncontested complaint, or u a result oC a contested 
complaint which ts finaUy resolved agairist the violator; a consent swkr, resolvin1a contested or 
uncontested complaint by the execution of a consent agreement; or the payment ·or a civil penalty 
by the alleged violator in response to the complaint, whether or not the violator admits to the 
alleaations oC lhe complaint. · 

VIOlations litigated in. the Federal courts, under the Act's imminent haz2rd (Section 1), 
specific enforcement. and seizure (Section 17). and criminal (Section 16(b)) prov;siocs., are part 
of a violator•s "history" for penalty assessment purposes. as are violations for which cMl penalties 
have been previo~ly assessed. H~r. a notice of noncompliance does not constitute a prior 
violation for the purposes of penalty assessment, since no opponunity has been 1fven to contest 
the notice. · 

(b) To be considered a •prior such• violation. the violation must h~ occurred within. 
· fiYC yeart of the present violation. This fiYe-year period bcpm on the date of a 6Da1 order, 

consent order. or payment of a cMl penalty • 
• 

(c) OcneraDy, companies ~th multiPle establiShments are considered as one wben 
determining history. If one establishment of a company commits a TSCA violation. it counts a 
history when another establishment oC the same company, anywhere in the COUDtry, commits 
another TSCA violation. ID most cases ot violations by whoDy- or partly-owned subsidiaries, the 
history of the parent corpontion shaU apply to its subsidiaries. and the subsidiaric::l to the pareat. 
particularly when the parent bas a majority share o( ownershi~ 1be aceptioD ,r.owd be wbere 
two companies are held by the same: parent corporation. 1be companies may DOt aec:c:ssarily · 

.. affect each other's history if they are in substantially different tina of business. and they are 
· substantiaUy incScpcDdem of oae another in their manaacment. and in the func:tionina oC their 

Boards of Direclaa. 

(d) lflbe -prior sucb•violatioa is oC a oon-PCB-relared TSCA proyisioa or rcpatioa. 
then the penalty lbould be apwardJy 1djusted 25 pen=t Cot a 6rst repetition and 50 percent far 
a second repetitioa of lhe ~doa. Jllhe -prior such• violation il of IDJ PCB-relatcd TSCA 
provision or recufation, the penallJ should be upwardly -~justecl by 50 percent for the fin& 
repetition and tOO percent f~ the second rcpetitioa. 

Ability to Coatlan Ia Baslaeu 
, .... 

NormaDy, EPA will oat seek a cMJ penalty tha.t m:eeds the violator's ability to pay ~ 
thercfo~ to continue in business. The agency wiJ1 lssume that the respondent has the ability . 
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-co pay at the time the complaint is issued iC information conccmina the aueaed violator's ability 
co pay is not readily available. The respondent will be notified in the CMl complaint of its ri&ht 
under the statute to . a consideration of its ability to continue in business. Any alleged violator 
can raise the issue of its ability to pay and to continue in business in its answer to the civil 
~mplaint, or during the course or settlement necotiations. 

IC an alleged violator raises the inability to pay as a defense in its answer, or ~ the course 
or settlement negotiations. it shall present sufficient documentation to permit the 'Agency to 
establish such inability. Appropriate documents will include the following. as the Agency may 
request, and· will be presented in the Corm used by the respondeat in its ordinary course of · 

. business. . , 

L Tax returns; 
2. Balance sheets; 
3. Income statements; 
4. Statements of changes in financial position; 
5. Statements or operations; 
6. Retained cammgs statements; 

· 7. Loan applications, financing agreements, security agreements; 
8. Annual and quarterly reports to shareholders and the SEC, including 10 K repons; 
9. Business services reporu. such u Compusat. Dun and Bradstreet, or Value Une.. 

S~·records are to be provided to the A&ency at the respondent's ~nse and must 
conform to JCnerally recognized accountin& prOcedures. The A&ency n:serve:s the richt co 
request, obtain. and review aU underlyin& and supponin& financial documents that Corm the basis 
or these records to verily their accuraq. If the alleged violator _fails to provide the aecessary 
information. and the information is not readily available Crom other sources, then the violator · 
will be presumed to be able to pay. 

01lfER FACTORS AS JUSDCE MAY REOUJRE 

Attltllde · 

In assessin1 the violator's attitude. the A&erq wiD loot at the followina £acton: whether 
the violator il makin& JOOCI. Caith efforts to comply with the appropriate reaulations; the 
promptness ol the wutor's correctiYe actions; and any ac:tionl taken to JDinimize harm to the 
enviroilmeDt caused by tbe violatioa. 

This ad)ust~nent applies equaJJy to companies thaL voluntarily disclose violations and to 
those that do. not. A company would aeneraUy qualify for a dOWnward adjustment or a muimum 
or 15 ~ if' it immediately halts the viola dYe activity and takes l1epl to rectify the situation. All 
upward adjustment or a maximum or 1.5~ may_ be justified where company ollic:iab conti'1UC the. 
violative ldivity after bein& riotif"JCd cO st6p. do DOt let iii &ood faith, binder El Vlt 'Op.l. 
cause increased JOYCnU!1Cnt ~nditures. or are otherwise uncooperatM. 
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Volaata17 Dlsdonn 
. . 

· 1be AJenc1 encourages wluntary disclosure or PCB violatioas. To be ell1Jble for • 
penalty reduction for "t!Oluntary disclosure. a firm must make the disclosure prior to being notified 
or a pendinl inspection. The disclosure ~t be one that is required by the PCB regulations 
or that is made after EPA has received inCormatiqn relating to the a1Ie1ed violation. · 

-~ Penalty amount~ for violations of PCB reJUiations will be reduced when tbe violations are 
...aluntariJy disclosed by the company. This penalty reduction is separate from and in addition 
to the penalty reduction for culpability. and attitude. For PCB violations, the penalty reductions 
for \'Oluntary disclosure are as CoDows: 

Voluntary disclosure: 2.590 

Immediate disclosure within 
30 days of discoYery AND takes 
aU required steps: U$ 

Total ~ 

· The penalty reduction of 15 percent may be ciYCil to a . company· which repons tbe 
potel)tial violation to EPA within 30 days or havin& reason to belieYe that they may be in 
violation. and if the company takes an steps reasonably ~ or Rqucsted by EPA to mitipte 
the violation. This includes timely submission of intormation necessary Cor EPA to assea tbe 
violation. Tamely submission means within 30 days or a time period •&reed upon by EPA and 
the company. This reduction can be in additioa 1o penalty reductions Cor CDYiro~UDeDtal 
expenditures above and bqond that required by the law. 1bil reductioa il oa1y ~pplicable to 

·companies which have YOiuntarily cfisdoscd the Yialadon and may be taken in lddition to other 
adjustments. 

The reducdaa Car voluntary disclosure and immediate disclolure may be made prior to 
issuina tbe c:MI aapbint. ne c:MI complaint should state the oriJinal penalty and the reduced 
penalty and tbe NaaD Cor tbe reductioa. 

. Cost o1 tle Vloladoa to tle Goftnmnt 

There may be occasions where It il necessary Cor the Aaer¥iJ to mitipte tbe efl'ecu of 
a violation. such • the cleanup of a cfan&erous spm where -chi violator will not take timely 8dioa 
or the violator il unknowD at the time. An. adjustment raaar not specified in the statute, but 
which the A&erx:Y Ccels justice requires, il reimbursement to tbe pcmment Cor funds eqM:Qded 

· t imempte. dean-up. or otberwisc mitfaatc tbe eaccu ~a~ · •·.;· .,. 

CienetaDy, tbe dean-up ezpensc of I violator il to be borne: by the violatof II I neceuur 
coa of violatim in addition to any c:MI. penalty a.sessed. Wbete the aovemment deems it 

~ 
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nec::ess:.ary to undertake clean-up, the government could rcc:ovcr funds which il c:xpcndcd in an 
administrative proceeding under Sectioa 16 of TSCA. 

Emao.mlc Beaeftt of ~oac:ompUuce 

The GBP is designed for deterrence and is effcc:tNe w11crc there is no O\'-~ndu1~ : ·11 
incentive to violate the rules. In some cases. the GBP may DOt be suf!ic:ient to deter in the face 
or stronJ economic incentives to violate. Where • violation imolves sicnificant CC0'10mic henefit. 
the Agency will lssess penalties that remoYe any benefit. su.bject to the statutory limitation of 
S2S.OOO per day. This will be in addition to the GBP and any relevant adjustment f'acwr:s . 

Economic benefits can be gained by avoidinJ an expenditure. Economic benefits can also 
be gained by delaying an expenditure, whereby the violator pins an econolnic benefit because 
the firm, or nonprofit entity, cams a return on the money that should have been used for 
compliance. An example oC an IIYOided cost is a· spiD into water, which may be impossible to 
clean up. Delayed expenditures that could result in significant &aW may include, but are DOt 
limited to: failure to replace . PCB Trans!ormers or to instal) enhanced elec:trical protectioli; 
Jeaving PCB$ in storage Cor disposal longer than 1 year; failure to prOYidc adequate facilities for 
storage; failure to make necessary improvements to . disposal facilities; failure to decontaminate 
an area after a $pill;" and failure to decontaminate or replace PClkontaminated cquirment ill 
unauthorized use. · 

In applying the economic benefit component. the Agency wiD use the most likely 
presumptions and the best information available to the case development team. For cumplc, 
in a case where a firm bas PCB-contaminated equipment that is DOt authorized for use, tbc 
Agency need not estimate the cost oC decontaminating the equipment or the ecoaoaiic value of 
the equipment to the firm. Instead, the A&ency may simply determine the cast oC replacing the 
subject equipment by contactin& the equipment manuCacturcr, and calculate the benefit of the 
delayed replacement COIL 

Settlemeat WltJa Coadldoa 

_'Ibe A&ency may cboale· to adjust a cMI penalty asased tor a violation of ~he PCB 
regulations in CKbanp Cor lpecifk environmentally benelidal ections performed by tbe 
respondent. Tbe ldtlemem ~ a cisc under terms which commit the respondent to perform . 
specified IdS ill ncbanae Cor rcducin& • portion of the penalty il a -settlement with Conditions. • 

-
, 
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Appencm A Usine tEe GBP Matrix to End a pes Penalty ·,. 

In order to determine a penalty Cor a specific PCB violation, the CoUowinJ steps should 
be CoOowed: - · - · 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

I 

Determine the violation. IC more than one violation il iDYoiYed,-repeat the c:aJculation 
in steps 2 throu&h 8 for each violation. · 

Fmd which level the violation fits on the circumstance am of the GBP Matrix. 

Calculate the total amount or PCBs involved in the violation. IC thei-c. arc SCYeral 
_materials involved which rao into different concentration ranges. do a separate calculation 
for eacb concentration. · 

Apply the concentntion adjustment. Note the c:xccptio~ to use of the co~tration 
adjustment. -

IC diJ'erent concentration ranges are prc:sen~ add up the figures from atep 4. 

Determine which extent category (Major, Sipdficm~ or Minor) il applicable to the 
amount from step S • . 
Use the JeoJd from step 2 and the extent from step 6 to locate the penalty on the GBP 
Matri% (e.J.. Level 3. Significant is $10,000). 

Enter the amount from step 7 on tine 1 of the OYii Penalty Assessment worksheet 
attached to the TSCA CYil Penalty Policy. Use that worksheet to complete the 
calculation of the peulty acccuntina ror !acton aucb as culpability, history of violations, 
economic benefit oC ooncompl~ ac. 

&ample: An inspection of Company X reveals that the CollowiDa items ue all stored for 
disposal in a room with diS,coGtinuoul' curbin&: -

-,.., traDiformen 
1bree capiCiton 
Oac SX).plloa tank of PCB liquid 

AD three capacitors are PCB l.arJe Capaciton with a \'Oiume of S pDons each. One 
transformer contains 300 pUons, and is tested at 700 ppm. 1]Je second transformer contains !500 
aaUons. and is an askarel unit and ~ore contains OYCt""SOO ppm PCBL. It is Jeakina. and 70 

. square feet of concrete is coatam.inated. 1be SX).plloa tank il DOC leakin& ancl tbc liquid il 
tested at 200 ppm. \be d~ty of tbe Ouicl in the 300-pDon transformer and ~ 8QO.pDoa 

· iant is Councl to be f 5 pc IDCfs per pOoci. ancl the density of the SQO.pDoo ast.UCI .. amit il 12 
pounds per pDoa. 

• 
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1) Determine the violations; these are dispaw and storage. Beca~ •"ere are twr 
violations.· 1 calculation is needed for each. 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

·6) 

7) 

8) 

Calculation for Disposal V!Qiation 
. . 

rand the •circumstances• leYcl. This is level 1, for dispasal.' 

. rmd ihe tOtal amount imoM.d. Since the Jeakace contamina"- · .... · ~ f« 
concrete, no calculation is required to find the extent. (Note: whc~~"" ' 1uantity of f•.;l
is known. the extent will always be based on Weight in tiJo&rams.; 

Make concentration adjustment. No adjustment for altematiYe measure for 10lick. 
' 

Not applicable because spill was from a sin&le 10urce. 

Determine extent catesory; 70 square feet oC concrete (porous ~~~ ~ SigniBcac. •. 

rand penalty from matrix; Level 1. Si&nificant • $17,~ 

Enter $17,000 on line 1 of the worbbeet. 

... . 
Calculation for Non-Disposal (.Storasel VJOiation 

. 2) rmd •circumstances• leYeL Major storaae (discontinuous curbin&) is Je-·~1 2. 

3) rmd total amount imoM:d; 

(a) Over 500 ppm: 

. (i) AI. u lbllpl: ODe SQO.pDoo transformer 
3 capaciton z 5 pL ea. • 15 Jaiionl 
500 + " - 51$ pL 
515 pL K 12 JbL/pL • 6.180 lbL 

(B) AI. &5 lbllpl: One 300-pDoll tnnlformer 
300 pL z L5 lbl./pL - 2,5.50 lbL 

Subtotal: 6,180 lbL + 2.555 lbL • &.730 lbl. 
a. 730 lbL J: ·" lb&Aa • 3.2Z2 ta 

(b) Under 500 1'9111 fl.5 lbrJpL oaly): ODe 800-pllon :,~~ "-. ~ 

Subtotal: SXJ pL z 1..5 lbL/pL • UOO a.. 
6,800 lbL z ·" lb&Aa • J.Qil ta -
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. 4) Mate c:oac=tration adjustmem. 

(a) The transf'ormcrs · were both ewer sao pPm. tbefef'ore ·there is no 
adjustmenL Total remains at ~ q. · 

(b) The tantaae wa 200 ppm. which is under soo ppm. but mere than .49 • . 
'lberef'ore, the quantity is reduced 30~ a folloWs: . 
3,060 q X (1.0 • .30) • Z.W q 

· 5) Add fipes from step 4.. . 

3.929 q- + 2.142 q - 6.071 k& 

6) Determine extent cate,ory; 6,071 k& • Major (non-<tispolal) 

1) rmd the penalty from the matrix; ~ 2. Sicniticmt - S20,000 

8) . Add $20,000 10 line' 1 of the: worbbeet. 

$17,000 (dispcsal) +· $20,000 (storaae) • $37,000. 

.. 
•• 

-_ 

--
, ' 
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Appendix B Cafculatjng Proportional Penalties 

The propo~nal penalty is used for continuing. violations. It is calculated by multiplying 
the quantity of PCBs jnvolvcd by the number of days of the violation. The sum of ·the PCBs 

· times lhe duration is the basis for calculating the GBP. The proportional penalty is calculated 
in the followina manner: 

1) 

2) . 

3) 

4). 

Multiply the amount or PCBs imolved in the violation (reduced by the concentration 
adjustment) by the number Qf days the violation continued. 

If the amount from step 1. is Jess than or equal to two ~ the Major ctent category, 
use this amount to detcnnine the c:ctent catesory and obtain a penalty from the GBP 
Matrix. It the amount from step 1 is greater than two times the Major ctent cateaory. 
proceed to step 3. . 

. 
DMde the total amount frOm step 1 by the Major extent category limit. Multiply the 
result by the doUar amount in the Major catecory. This yields the proportional penalty. 

Divide the total penalty by .the number oC dayS inYoM:d. Enter tlUs amount .oa line 1 of . 
the TSCA CMI Penalty Assessment Worksheet. 

Examples . . 

. (a) . 5 q spm of askarel onto concrete. SpiJJ was not cJeaDed up Cor 30 days. 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5 q or askarel, no concentration adjustment. 
5 q X 30 clays • 150 q 

~ q is 1ea than two times Major css=t (Major • 125 q). Tberd'ore. penalty 
is Cor 150 ta {Major. Jewel 1) • $25.® 

Not applicable. 

S2S.OOO dMded by 30 days • S833.33 per day. 

20 q olubrd, ..0 c:onc:enuatioa adjustment. 
20 q X 30 days • 600 q -

· 600 q is more dwl two timel Major c:xtcDt (125 q). 'tber'ClorC, JO to step J. 

600 ta clivided by 125 ta. • u . 
4.8 x m.ooo (Major. ~ac~ 1) • St20.ooo 

S120.000 divided by 30 days • S-4,000 per day. 

.... - . 
~ 
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, AppeadixC Civil Penalty Asseament Worksheet 

·Name of Respondent: 
Address of Respondent: 

.(1) Complaint LD. Number: 
(2) O.te Complaint Issued: 
(3) Date Answer Received: 
(~) Date Default Order SCnt: 

(5) Date Consent Agreement Signed: . ----------
(6) Date ranal Order Sent: 
(1) . Date Remittance RccciYed: 

L · Gravity Based Penalty (GBP) from mauD: 

2. Percent increase or decrease Cor culpability: 

3. , Percent inerease Cor violabon history: 

.... 

5. 

6. 

7 • . 

8. 

9. 

10. 

1L 

12. 

13. 

Add lines 2 and 3: 

Multiply GBP by perccnta&e tocal OD liDe ·~: 

Add Unes 1 and 5 (subtract line 5 ~ liDe 1 
if oeptiYe percentaac): 

Enter line 6 amount or $25,000, wbidM:ver il 11:11: 

Multiply line 7 by the. number ol days or wudoal: 

.CioYemment cJcan.up CCIU. flq: 

Ec:oaomic plnl tram DOG-cOmpliuce, If appropriate: 

Add liDCII I lbrou&h 10: 

Tocal ol ocher adjustments a juldce lillY require: 

Add (or subttld) line 12 to (Cram) line 11: --

s_ 

--~ 

--~ 

--~ 
s_ 

s_ 
s_ 
s_ 
s_ 
s_ 
s_ 
s . -
s_ 

.· . ~- . , .. . . . ,. .. . . 

Note:- IJne 13 should be the proplled penalty fer a pea ¥ialadoa. 1be.procedure il repeated 
Car each Yioladon. . 




